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PREFACE 
This thesis is a study of Tennyson’s interest in science and 
its influence on his life ana poetry. An examination has "been 
made of reliable external sources, scientific, biographical, and critical, 
and of the poet’s works. In order to help the reader enter into a full 
understanding of Tennyson*e relation to science, an effort has been made 
to relate the poems to developments in Victorian society, or in the life 
of the poet, which prompted their uttei'anee ana determined their content. 
The writer has consistently striven, except for the dosing chapter, not 
to enforce a personal view, but to lot tho evidence speak for itself. 
as far as is known 
This study is important for four reaeons. First, it is the 
fir t attempt that has been made to study Tnny.on’s interest in science 
as revealed in his poetry in connection with authentic biographical mate- 
also as far as is known 
rial. Second, the chief scientific sources of the poet’s inspiration have 
been traced more closely than ever before. Third, the writer has ventured 
to differ from noted modem scholars regarding Tennyson’s relation to 
science, and he has offered reasons for his dissent. Alexander M&ckie, 
for example, has made this erroneous statementî "Being the friend of Bar- 
win he [Tennyson} could not fail to be inspired with something of Darwin’s 
loving ana minute study of organic life."'*' The truth of the matter, however, 
is that Tennyson was a close observer of nature and a diligent student of 
science before he had ever heard of the eminent evolutionist. Another falla¬ 
cious idea concerning Tennyson’s connection with science is revealed in the 
following remarks by Mort.n Luces "It Revolution} does not enter his poetry . 
until after the publication oi 'The Vestiges of the Natural History of 
^Alexander Mackie, Nature Knowl-Ot-s in Modern Poetry. New York, 1906, 
pp, 5-4, 
ii 
Creation,' in 1844." ^ On the contrary, evolution was Introduced into 
hi., poeaui as early as 1825, when ho wrote the "Chorus0, The following 
extract from Tennyson’s letter to Edward Moxon in November 1844 further 
r fûtes Luce; "I want you to get me a book TjPh& Ve tigesJ which I see 
advertised in the Examiner; it seems to contain many speculations with 
which I have been familiar for y .ars, and on which I have written more 
than one poem.In a footnote , Hallam, the son of the po t, adds; 
"The sections of ’In Meraoriam’ about Evolution had been read by his 
friends same years before the publication of th<~ Vestiges of Creation, in 
1844. Of natural selection Romanes writes, ’In "In Memoriam" Tennyson 
noted the fact,and a few y ars later Darwin supplied the explanation.’ 
Darwin and after Darwin. Romanes."0 Lastly, the writer has drawn from 
his study conclusions which he believes to be original and which he hopes 
to be sound. These are presented in the last chapter, where an attempt 
has been made to determine the effect of science upon the artistic quality 
of Tennyson’s poetry. 
Unless otherwise indicated, the Cambridge Mid on of Tennyson’s 
Poetic and Dramatic Works (1898) has been used for quotations from the 
poems. Needless to say, I have relied almost entirely on Hallam Tennyson's 
Memoir of his father for biographical material. Among the other biographies, 
Harold Nicolson’s Tunny son (1925) has been particularly valuable. I am also 
indebted to the book, Tennyson as a Student ani Poet of Nature, by Norman 
and Winifred L. Lockyer. 
^"Morton Luce, A Handbook to the Works of Alfred Lord Tennyson, London, 1897, 
p.27. 
2 
Hallam Tennyson, Alfred Lord Tennyson ; ,a Memoir, Hew York, 1897, I, pp. 
222-223. 
3 
Ibid., I, p.223. 
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CHAPTER 1 
She Definition and History of Évolution 
Tennyson*s interest in science and its influence on his life and 
poetry will be the subject of this study. Special emphasis will be placed 
upon the evolutionary aspects of science* and., consequently, before consider¬ 
ing the biography and work» of the post, it will be necessary, fir t, to de¬ 
fine the ter» evolution as interpreted in this study* and secondly, to sketch 
the hi :tory of evolution from the intellectual awakening of the Renaissance to 
the great discovery of Darwin. Évolution, in this study, will be treated under 
two heads* first, organic evolution* and secondly, inorganic evolution, in 
examination will be made, therefore, of Tennyson*» knowledge of shat Henry Ed¬ 
ward Craapton has defined as “a body of principle© and facte concerning the pres¬ 
ent condition and past history of the living and lifeless things that sake up 
the universe.** 
The idea of evolution originated in Greek philosophy ov r five hundred 
years before Christ and reached its high* t stage of development in Aristotle 
(384-322 B. C.). For approximately Wo thousand year© aft r the time of Aris¬ 
totle, no essential progress was made in the; study of evolution,»&inly because 
of the unsympathetic, intolerant an- often hostile attitude of the Roman Cath¬ 
olic Ohui'ch toward thoroughgoing experimentation and radical speculation. With 
the intellectual awakening of the Renais ranee and K* formation, however, enslaved 
science began to free itself from the heavy shackles of ecclesiastical author¬ 
ity, Although the aeiRatifie revival first appeared in the works of philoBoph- 
2 
ers, the men of science, In the meanwhile, wore net idle. In 1619, Harvey 
K. Smallwood, A Text-book of Biology. Philadelphia, (i9 4j, p. 245. 
Grampton*s definition of evolution appears in this book. 
^S* C. D. Damp!or-ïïhethaa has noted that the philosophers preceded the scientists 
in presenting the idea of evolution* *!fcnee it is in th« nature of the case 
that when, in the revival of 1 aming, the idea of evolution once more appears, 
it is to be f 'rtind chiefly in the writings of philosophe rs - Bacon, De-cartes, 
Leibniz, and Rant." W. C. D. Daapier-Whetha», History of Science. Hew Tork, 
1231, pp. 292-293. 
1 
2 
discovered blood circulation and became the founder of embryology.-1- Ray (1628- 
1704) arranged a systematic classification of animals and plants, and greatly 
2 
influenced Linnaeus. During the seventeenth century, advancement in evolu¬ 
tionary thought continued and, by the end of the century, many naturalists had 
gathered evidence to support their views on evolution. 
Linnaeus (1707-1778) was one of the great evolutionists of the eight¬ 
eenth century. He arranged, as Henry Fairfield Osborn has observed, "all ani¬ 
mals and plants in a natural system according to their great r or lesser like- 
« 
ness to each other,*" and therefrom devised the modern scheme of the classifi¬ 
cation and nomenclature of plants and animals. George Louis Leclerc Buffon 
(1707-1788), a noted contemporary of Linnaeus, war the first to point out, on a 
broad scale, according to Osborn, "the mutability of species in relation to chan¬ 
ges of environment.** Osborn is also authority for the statement that the fol¬ 
lowing ideas are clearly expressed in the writings of Buffon: "The chain of 
ideas of the struggle for existence, the survival of the fittest, and the elim¬ 
ination of the loast-prfectsd species, the contest between the fecundity of eer- 
C 
tain species mid their constan® destruction." Buffon, as Osborn has noted, ob¬ 
served "the direct action of environment in the modification of the structure of 
animals and plants and the conservation of these modifications through heredity.*® 
Erasmus Darwin (1731-1802), besides being the third great poet of evolution,"^ 
following Aeschylus and lucre tins, contributed much to the study of evolution 
-hsenry Fairfield Osborn, From the Greeks to Darwin. Hew York, 1929, p. 131. 
^Ibid.» p. 151. 
5Ibid., p. 187. 
4Ibid.. p. 189. 
s 
Ibid.. p. 197. 
6Ibid., p. 198, 
7Ibid., p. 63, S3. 
5 
in spite of the fact that he was influenced considerably by some of the in¬ 
accurate speculations^ Qf certain Greek philosophers. He believed firmly in 
the evolution of the natural world, marked the struggle for existence among 
plants and animals, explained protective coloring and its advantages to liv¬ 
ing things, anticipated Lamarck in his doctrine that modifications spring 
fro* within rath r than from without, and, as Henry Fairfield Osborn has said, 
gave "the first clear and definite statement of the theory of the transmission 
of acquired characters considered as one of the causes of Evolution."* From 
the foregoing consideration of Linnaeus, Buffo® and Erasmus Darwin, it can be 
seen that steady development in evolutionary the cry took place in the eighteenth 
century and heralded greater progress in the next century up to the publication 
of Charles Darwin's Origin of Species in 185S. 
The nineteenth century was a wonderful period in the history of man¬ 
kind. It witnessed tremendous change and rapid progress in many fields of human 
endeavor* "It was," as C. D. Hazen has reflected, * a supremely brilliant cen- 
p 
tury of science."*' The discovery and acceptance of the idea of evolution was 
one of the most significant achievements of the age,and Arthur Iyon Cross has 
listed it a® one of the three preeminent landmarks of scientific progress dur¬ 
ing the period, adding that it "fundamentally transformed man's whole attitude 
toward the origin and growth of life.** 
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, Lamarck (1744-1829) set 
forth his theory of the transformation of the species in philosophie Zoologjgue 
(18QS), one of the outstanding books on evolution before the appearance of 
* 
^Ibld.. p. 209» Henry Fairfield Osborn summarises the work of Erasmus Darwin 
as an evolution! ’t on pp, 203-209. 
2C. D. Hazen, Europe s ince 1815. Hew York, £l9103, p. 720. 
S 
Arthur Iyon Cross, A Hi&torv of England and Greater Britain. He® York, 1928, 
p. 1050. 
4 
Darwin*s aagnus OPUS. Origin of Species, in 1859. Be believed that environment 
is the most active factor of evolution in that it determines the manner in whieh 
living things make use of their organs, whieh are developed and perfected by use, 
1 
but are dwindled and atrophied by disuse. Be was, moreover, the first scientist 
to have complete belief in tne law of ascending gradations from the simplest to 
2 
the most complex organ!szas of the vegetable as well as of the animal world. 
Geoffroy St. Hilaire (1772-1844), like his contemporary Lamarck, was a distin¬ 
guished French evolutionist of the early nineteenth century. His contribution 
to t&e progress of evolutionary thought was not inconsiderable in spite of the 
fact that he was greatly influenced by Buffon and other scientific and philosoph¬ 
ical workers of the age.3 Johann Wolfgang Goethe (1745-1852), whoa Henry Fair- 
field Osborn has called the fourth poet of evolution4 - following Aeschylus, 
Lucretius and Erasmus Darwin - was also an original scientist of no mean repute. 
According to S. Herbert, the author of first Principles of Evolution (1915), he 
"foreshadowed in a remarkable degree the modem idea of progressive transforma¬ 
tion*"® 3. Herbert also noted that Lorenz Oken (1776-1851) and Gottfried Rein- 
held Trcviranus (1776-1857) must be cited as precursors of the idea of evolution.6 
Considerable force was given to the advancement of the evolutionary idea 
by the rapid progress of physical science in the early part of the nln te^nth cen¬ 
tury. The most significant pioneers in the field of physical science ware Jamas 
Hutte® (1726-1797) and Pierre Simon Laplace (1749-1827). The former held that 
there is a persistent uniformity in the evolution of the earth*B surface and 
nH. C. D. Dampier Wh&tham, op. cit., p. 294. 
^ Henry Fairfield Oabcm, op. cit., p. 255. 
3Ibid,, p. 257. 
*JMsU» P. 
®S. Herbert, First Principles of Evolution. London, 1915, p. 109. 
6Ibivi.. p. 109. 
s 
that the actio» of forces which are nov. at work are sufficient to explain what 
has previously taken place.^ The doctrine of change and gradual development 
was carried further by the famous French astronomer .Pierre Simon Laplace, in 
his Exposition du Système du Monde (1796), where he propounded his nebular 
hypothesis which Emmanuel Kant, the philosopher, had virtually proposed in 
17S5. The nebular hypothesis has been elucidated by W. T. Sedgwick and H. W. 
Tyler as follows* "Laplace seeks the cause (of the physical evolution of the 
universe] in the exi tenee of an original vast nebulous mass forming a sort 
of atmosphere about the sun ana extending beyond the outermost planet. Initial 
or acquired rotation of the nebula attended by gradual cooling and contraction 
has caused the centrifugal separation of masses analagous to Saturn*s rings, 
out of which planets have gradually condensed, throwing off their own satellites 
in the process.*^ The work of James Button and Pierre Simon Laplace, thex'efore, 
is of vast importance in the history of physical science. 
The most revolutionary treatise on science in the early nineteenth 
century was Principles of Geology (1850-1833) by Sir Charles Lyell (1797-1876). 
Lye11 upset the idea of Georges Cuvier (1769-1832) that the earth had evolved 
by a series of catastrophic changes,and advanced the theory that it had developed 
by unifora changes which could be explained by phenomena now in operation. Be 
was an important precursor of Darwin and anticipated Darwin*s discovery and pro- 
3 
pagation of the principles of evolution. His idea that the earth’s features 
^Arthur Lyon Cross, op. eit.. p. 895, 
O 
W. T, Sedgwick and H. W. Tyler, A Short History of Science, Mew York, 1918, 
p, 5o2, 
2 
Leonard Huxley has traced the beginning of certain Darwinian ideas on evolution 
to lyell’s Principles of Geology (1830-1855)* "Doubtles the first qu tlon- 
ings sprang from the influence of lyell’s First Principles of Geology... 
Be C&arwinJ became aware that mutability of species is the logical outcome of 
Lyell * s doctrines, though this was not acknowledged by Lyell himself. ’If the 
extermination of a epeeies is no more cats trophic than the natural death of 
had been developing uniformly during a long series of ages refuted the histor¬ 
icity of the Scriptures and nullified the Biblical concept of the creation. In 
his book, he arranged a systematic classification of fossil animals and plants 
to give concrete support to his hypotheses. A little over a decade after the 
publication of Lyell's important geological treatise, the Vestige;: of the Rat¬ 
urai History of Creation (1844) was issued anonymously to protect its author 
from the animosity of people who might consider its doctrines heretical. This 
was a wise move because the book, which was written by Robert Chambers (1802- 
1811), became the storm center of unprecedented literary, scientific, religious 
and popular excitement. As Hugh Walker has emphasized, this book axerted con¬ 
siderable influence after its publication: "The best minds were already dally¬ 
ing with the idea of evolution, but in 1844 there nowhere existed in English 
such a concrete and clear explanation of it as Chambers gave.*^ 
Books like Lyell* a Principles of Geology and Chambers's Vestiges of the 
Katural History of Creation naturally had a marked effect upon Victorian religion. 
Such books dealt aortal blows to the account of the creation in Genesis and pro¬ 
pounded the idea that the inanimate and animate world had evolved by slow changes 
through a long period of time. Conducive to the probability of this idea of evo¬ 
lution were the working out of the theory of glacial action, the proof of the 
great antiquity of many plants and animals, and the verification of the antiquity 
of man by the discovery of the crude handiwork of prehistoric man and of human 
fossils in the same geological strata with the remains of extinct foras of life. 
an individual, why should the birth of a species be any more miraculous than the 
birth of an individual? * So the current of his thought began to set in the di¬ 
rection of Descent, stimulated by the deep impression made upon him'by discover¬ 
ing in the Paapean formation great fossil animals cov-red with armour like that on 
the existing armadillos, and by the maimer in which closely allied animals rwplace 
onè another in proceeding southwards over the continent."' Leonard Huxley, 
pqwfffif *ew York, p.92?J, pp. 55-34. 
^Hagh Walker, ^ge of Tennyson. London, 1928, p. 180. 
7 
The discoveries that disproved the Biblical story of the creation and presented 
evidence of the gradual evolution of man from lower animals were not accepted 
without protest by the orthodox Englishmen of the nineteenth century. As Mward 
Raymond Turner says, many people "felt that the very bards of their faith was be¬ 
ing shaken, since they had long been taught to accept all the Bible as inspired 
and its declarations as literally true. Hence arose a painful conflict between 
science and religion, in whichevolution!sts and men of science were considered 
atheists and blasphemers; but after some time many people were able to adjust 
their beliefs and modify their conceptions, so that religion and science were 
reconciled for titem."* Astronomy, as well as geology and biology, called the 
historicity of the holy Scripture into question and disturbed the religious 
faith of many Victorians. The realization of the insignificance of the earth in 
the Test universe and of the existence of other worlds than our own made many 
men doubt, as Mward Raymond Turner has said, "whether the universe and all it 
O 
contained had been made especially with reference to man." 
After the publication of Iyell’s Principles of Geology. Chambers’s 
Vestiges of the Saturai History of Creation and important astronomical treatises 
like those of Laplace and the Herschels, evolution became a topie of scientific 
research and of popular discussion of ever-increasing importance, and much lit¬ 
erature on evolution was produced. Pour years before the Origin of Species ap¬ 
peared, for example, Herbert Spencer (1820-1903) applied the principle of evo¬ 
lution to the formation of man’s mind and soul in his Principles of Psychology 
(1855), a book which is his best evidence of priority and originality. 
Mward Raymond Turner, Europe since 1789. Hew Tork, 1928, p. 787* 
Ibid.» p* 78S. 
8 
In 1859 Charles Darwin (1809-1802), the grandson of Erasmus Darwin, 
published the Origin of Species, the no at famous book in the history of science. 
The Origin of Species was the result of careful study and experimentation, and it 
placed evolution on a sound scientific basis which finally resulted in its accept¬ 
ance, with some reservations, by nary intelligent people. Sir Charles Lyell and 
Thomas Robert Kalthus (1766-1854) influenced Darwin greatly in the conception of 
his theory. Previously was noted the influence of lyell. In the following 
words Darwin himself has recorded the effect of Malthas *s Essay on Population 
(1798) upon his mind in October 1858s "Being well prepared to appreciate the 
struggle for existence which everywhere goes on from long—continued observation 
of the habits of plants and animals, it has struck me that, under the:e circum¬ 
stances, favourable variations would tend to be preserved and unfavourable ones 
to be de troyed. The result of this would be the formation of new species. Here, 
then, I had at last got a theory by which to work."3 The idea of evolution pro¬ 
pounded ly Darwin, thus had its origin in the Malthusian theory that the increase 
in population is dependent upon a struggle for existence among mankind* Why, Dar¬ 
win questioned, eould not the principle of Malthus be extended to the entire or¬ 
ganic creation and utilised to explain the variation of species? In June 1842, he 
wrote out an abstract of his new theory of biological evolution which, in the sum¬ 
mer of 1844, he expanded into a pretentious essay, but it was not until July 1858 
4 
to September 1859, that he developed his study into its pre ent complete form. 
follows! HAs many more individuals of each species are bora than can possibly 
survive} and as, consequently, there is a frequently recurring struggle for ex¬ 
istence, It follows that any being, if it vary however slightly in any manner 
The essence of Darwin*a argument has been stated by Darwin himself as 
9 
profitable to itself, under the complex and sometimes varying conditions of life, 
will have a better chance of surviving, and thus be naturally selected. Fro* the 
strong principle of Inheritance, any selected variety will tend to propagate its 
new and nodifled form."1 Darwin, therefore, accepts variability aa a fact of life, 
holds that novel peculiarities may be hereditarily entailed upon suc ce solve gén¬ 
érât ions, and maintains that the sifting or natural selection is to be found in 
the struggle for existence in which only the fittest survive. To e tablish the 
accuracy of these theories, Darwin was necessarily forced to show that there had 
been a long and gradual evolution of the species, in which man could be traced 
back through the ape families to lower animals of primeval ages. It is interest¬ 
ing to note that on June 18, 1858, over a year before the publication of Origin 
of Species. Alfred Eus ell Wallace (1822-1915) sent a paper to Darwin from the 
Malay Islande "On the Tendency of Varieties to Depart from the Original Type." 
This treatise, like Dar in's epochal work, grew largely out of the reading of 
p 
Malthas *s Es-ay on Population and consequently it contained many Darwinian ideas.* 
Darwin quickly realized that Wallace's paper summarized his views and, on the ad¬ 
vice of lyell and Hookor, proved his priority by sending to the Linnaean Society 
Wallace’s paper, together with his abstract of 1844 and one of his letters to 
Asa dray, dated 1857. Darwin gave Wallace full credit for the value of his work, 
but it was at once obvious that his own findings were based on an incomparably 
wider and more thorough research. Wallace recognized Darwin’s precedence as the 
founder of the ne w theory of evolution and immediately began to assist Darwin in 
developing, verifying and propagating it. Within a brief period of time, as Ed¬ 
ward Raymond Turner has remarked, "The ideas of Darwin and of A. R. Wallace 
became the most important intellectual force of the time."* 
•^Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species. New York, 1860, p* 12. 
^Leonard Huxley, op. cit., p, 54. 
^Ibid.. pp. 54-56. 
^Edward Raymond Turner, op. elt., p. 784. 
10 
It mast not be thought that the views of Darwin and Wallace procured 
instantaneous acceptance. The radical ideas proposed by these men were not only 
opposed by orthodox Christians, who regarded the Origin of Species as an attack 
upon the groundwork of their religious faith, but also by the «ore conservative 
scientists. Darwinism, however, was ably defended and championed both by scien¬ 
tific scholars and popular expositors. One of the outstanding supporters of 
Darwin was Herbert Spencer (182Q-1905), Spencer outlined a sy tern of synthetic 
philosophy in which, beginning with the first principles of knowledge, he pro¬ 
posed to trace the progress of evolution in life, mind, society, and morality. 
He actually began this vast undertaking with first Rriacjpl s (1862), the first 
of a series of publications which sought to introduce the principle of evolution 
into all phases of life and thought. In 1863, Sir Charles Iyell, the author of 
the famous Principles of Geology (1830-1835), published The Qeologleal Evidences 
nf jpfy* ftntiouity of Manf which showed Iyell’s conversion to Darwinism and whièh 
contained a mo t scholarly exposition of facts that proved the- very early appear¬ 
ance of man on earth. Darwin had powerful supporters on the continent as well 
as in England. Of this group of European Darwinians, Ernst Haeckel (1834-191S) 
is the most important because of Ma Generelle Morphologie (1886), in which he 
tried to apply the doctrine of evolution, and especially the theory of natural 
selection, to the whole field of vertebrate morphology. Darwin and Wallace were 
by no meant; inactive after the publication of the Origin of Species in 1359. In 
1371 Darwin published another famous book, The Descent of Man, in which he showed 
that the hi tory of the human race had been a long, slow development of one kind 
or type into another, and he employed his theory of natural select ion to enforce 
argument. Wallace’s Contributions to the Theory of Saturai Selection* which did 
a great deal toward putting the idea of natural selection on a firm basis, was 
also published in 1871. The mo t vigorous supporter of Darwin, however, was 
Thomas Henry Huxley (1825-1895), who called him elf "Darwin’s bulldog* and, as 
11 
Vernon Kellogg has said* "was. Indeed, the fighting Darwinian."^ Later, through 
the efforts of the scholars and popularisera of the doctrine of natural selection, 
Darwin*s ideas came generally to be accepted and, with the exception of a few im¬ 
portant di crepancies, soon came to be recognised as case of the fundamental bases 
of modem thought. The nineteenth century had a great poet of evolution in Alfred 
Lord Tennyson (1809-1892), who succeeded Aeschylus, Lucretius, Bra sans Darwin and 
Goethe to bee me the fifth major poet to use the idea of evolution in poetry. 
In this chapter, to sum up, the term evolution, as interpreted in this 
study, has been defined. The history of evolution from the Renaissance to the end 
of the nineteenth century has teen sketched. In the following chapters, a study 
will be made of Alfred Tennyson’s interest in science, particularly in evolution, 
and an attempt will be made to show its influence on his life and poetry. 
^Vernon Kellogg, Evolution. Hew York, 1951, p. 12 
CHAPTER II 
Alfred Tennyson 
1809 - 1854 
In the preceding chapter, the terra evolution, as interpreted In this 
study, was defined, and the history of evolution from the intellectual awaken¬ 
ing of the Renaissance to the end of the nineteenth century was briefly related. 
It was also stated that Alfred Tennyson’s poetry reflected the evolutionary 
ideas of the philosophers and scientists of his age.'*' In the following chapters, 
Tennyson’s interest in science, particularly in evolution, and its influence on 
his life and poetry, will be studied. 
The foundation of Tennyson’s interest in science was probably laid by 
his learned father, Dr. George Clayton Tennyson. Hallain Tennyson, the son and 
biographer of the poet, has furnished the information that "All that they ["the 
children, including Alfred] learnt of languages, of the fine arts, of mathematics, 
and natural science, until they went to Cambridge, was learnt from him.Dr. Ten¬ 
nyson was, then, Alfred’s first instructor and, in this important capacity, intro¬ 
duced his son to the study of theoretical and natural science as well as to lin¬ 
guistics and fine arts. Dr. Tennyson, being a man of wide scholarly interests, 
possessed an excellent library, which probably contained many important scientific 
treatises, to whieh Alfred had access. 
Even before the publication of Poems By Two Brothers in 1827, Tennyson 
had a pronounced interest in science and was a close observer of the animate and 
inanimate world about hi®. Ha11am Tennyson wrote as follows concerning his 
father’s early interest in science: "My father was even then [in boyhood] a 
^Herman Lockyer has noted Tennyson’s interest in Victorian philosophy and science: 
■’In him v»e find, as in Dante and Milton, one fully abreast with the science and 
thought of his time." Norman Lockyer, Tennyson as a Student and Poet of Nature. 
London, 1810, p. 9. 
2 
Hallam Tennyson, Alfred Lord Tennyson: A Memoir. New York, 1897, I, p. 16, 
12 
13 
keen observer of the habits of birds and beasts and ants ana bees; was 'wise 
in winged things, and knew the ways of Kature,' of which he had the true poet's 
love. In later life this led tc an earnest study of science."1 
Organic evolution was the first scientific phenomenon that young Ten¬ 
nyson treated in poetry, and when he was yet a boy, according to Hallam Tennyson, 
he wrote these lines: 
The quick-wing*d gnat doth make a boat 
Of his old husk wherewith to float 
To a new life! all low things range 
To higher! but I cannot change.2 * * 
These lines show that Alfred, even as*-a boy, was impressed with the metamorphosis 
of the gnat. The moot significant of all of the boyhood poems, from the point of 
view of evolution, organic and inorganic, however, is the "Chorus" of an unpub¬ 
lished drama written at the age of fourteen. In this fragment, Tennyson wrote 
as follov7s: 
The varied earth, the moving heaven, 
The rapid waste of roving sea, 
The fountain-pregnant mountains riven 
To shapes of wildest anarchy, 
By secret fire and midnight storms 
That wander round their windy cones, 
The subtle life, the countless fonas 
Of living things, the wondroutones 
Of man and beast are full of strange 
Astonishment and boundless change.5 
This poem shows that the young poet was greatly moved by evidences of geological 
evolution, the multiplicity of living forms, and the variations of animate creat¬ 
ures in 'tones. ' Tennyson thus became a poet of evolution at the early age of 
fourteen. 
1Ibià., I, p. 18. 
Ibid.« I, p. 18, 
3 
Alfred Tennyson, Poetic ar^ rrrudqjpt.ic 'works. Cambridge Edition, Boston, 18ü8, 
p. 784. All quotations from Tennyson 's poems will be taken from this edition 
tmless otherwise indicated. 
14 
Tennyson* s knowledge of science during boyhood, however, was not 
limited to a recognition of the operation of the forces of organic and in¬ 
organic evolution. Some of Ms early poems reveal considerable knowledge of 
astronomy. For example, in the "Ode, 0 Bosky Brook,8 written when he was 
about fourteen years of age, Tennyson has recorded his familiarity with the 
various phases through wMeh the moon passesj 
Vieil have I known thee, wh&tsoe*er thy phase, 
In every time and plaee, -, 
Pale Eeiost»«a of gray Night.1 2 
The following lines, discovered by H&lla® Tennyson, show that Tennyson was 
early aware of the great distance of certain stars from the earth, as well 
as of the long period of time required for the light of these stars to travel 
to the earth: 
The rays of many a rolling central star, 
Aye flashing earthwards, have not re&eh’d us yet. 
Besides possessing information concerning the phases of the moon and the great 
distance of certain stars from the earth, Alfred wa: ac minted with the work 
of Sir William Hersehel on nebulae. In this connection, Ballam Tennyson has re¬ 
lated an unusually interesting anecdote: "There is a story current in the fam¬ 
ily that Frederick, when an Eton school-boy, was shy of going to a neighbouring 
dlnnei'-party to which he had been invited. ’Fred, ’ said his younger brother 
1 
Alfred Tennyson, Unpublished Early Poems. New York, 1352, p. 24. 
2 
Hailam Tennyson, OP. cit.. I, p. 20. This passage shows that young Alfred 
was Abreast of certain astronomical discoveries of Ms time. In 13o4, Sir 
John F» W. Hersehel, basing his statement on the work of Ms father, Sir Wil¬ 
liam Hersehel, ana of himself, speculated: "There must be many star's whose 
light ha? taken at least a thousand years to roach us." John F. S. Hersehel 
Treatise on Astronomy. PMladelpMa, 1854, p, 554. The fact that young 
Tennyson’s poem was written as early as 1826 does not prove that he preceded 
professional astronomers in the statement of this fact. It is very likely 
that this idea was conceived by the elder Hersehel while he was engaged in 
the study of the distance of stars from the earth. 
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Alfred , * think of Herschel’s great star-patches^ and you will coon get over 
that,1"'1' Reflection on ’Herschel’s great star patches* undoubtedly would have 
furnished Frederick a most effective cure for hi3 shyness. 
In March 1827» Foe mo by Two Brothers, written by Charles and Alfred 
Tennyson» whose respective ages were eighteen and seventeen, was issued by 
Jackson of Louth, This volume has been adversely criticised by some author¬ 
ities on Tennyson. William R. Nicoll, for instance, has made the following 
comment on its "Foams ter Two Brothers showed but little of the characteristic 
•Z 
genius of the Laureate." Andrew Lang, taking a similar' position has said: 
"The poems contain, as far as I have been able to discover, nothing really 
Tennysoni&n.'1^ It seems to me that the conclusion reached by Harold Nicolson 
in regard to this volume is more nearly correct than that of either Nicoll or 
Lang. The volume contains, as Harold Nicolson has noted, "many passages which 
reach a precociously high level.... And in the Poems by Two Broth-rs one is 
able, at the coit of but little investigation, to discover the seeds of many 
later inspirations."5 One of the moot significant indications of the poet’s 
later work to be discovered in this volume Is an interest in science. 
None of Alfred’s contributions to Poeas by Two Brothers make use of 
the idea of evolution. Some of them, ho sever, reveal Tanny-cn’s interest in 
science and the beginnings of the struggle between doubt and faith that con¬ 
tinued to appear in his poetry until his death. "Love," to begin with, reveals 
Herschel’s great star patches* undoubtedly refers to Sir William Bersehelês 
classification of the nebulae into fir; t, clutters of stars; second, resol¬ 
vable nebulae; third, nebulae; fourth, planetary nebulae; fifth, stellar 
nebulae; and sixth, nebulous stars. Sir John F. TFJ. Herschel, Ibid.,<pp.S74- 
375. 
^Hallam Tennyson, OP» cit.. I, p. 20. 
^William R. Nicoll, Alfred Tennyson. Edinburgh, 1861, p. 13, / 
. ^Andrew Lang, Alfred Tennyson. Edinburgh, 19C1, p, 6. 
C 
^Harold Nicolson* Tennyson» London, 19<:5, p. 53* 
V 
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the poet*s passion for science by a reference to the discoveries of the 
microscope and to the invisibility of the vorticella, the latter substantiated 
in a footnote by a reference to the studies in aniaalculae by Henry Baker, the 
author of the popular book, The Microscope. Made Easy and Employment for the 
Microscope (1743). The important lines of the poem, for our purposes, are as 
follows* 
The glittering fly, the wondrous things 
That microscopic art descries; 
The lion of the waste, which springs 
Bounding upon his enemies; 
The mighty sea-snake of the storm, 
The vortieellafs viewless form,-*- 
LSee Baker on Animalculae 
...Alike confess thy magic sway, 
Thy soul-enchanting voice obey. 
As it was previously noted, the struggle between doubt and faith is also evi¬ 
dent in thi3 volume. nMemory," by insisting on the presence of decay in all 
forms of natural life, clearly reveals the pessimism which often disturbed 
Tennyson. 
Between August 1827 ana August 1828, «then Tennyson was nineteen 
year’s of age, "The Lover’s Tale" was written. This poem, like the "Chorus", 
which was composed when Alfred was about fourteen years old, contains a pas¬ 
sage which shows that Tennyson was acquainted with geological evolution caused 
by the tearing down of mountains and hills by the action of earthquakes and 
volcanoes. 
And all the fragments of the living rock, - 
Huge blocks, which some old trembling 
of the world 
Had loosen'd from the mountain, till 
they fell 
Half-digging their own graves. 
Tennyson may have derived this geological idea from G. B. Greenough, who wrote, 
in 181S, that volcanoes and earthquakes produced "occasional hills by the ac¬ 
cumulation of ashes and scoria, or occasional valleys by the falling in of 
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unsupported crater.:."'*' {The italics are my own.} M. Cuvier, in 1815, also 
noted the falling of huge fragments of rock, attributing the action to vio¬ 
lent spring rains and to storms.2 "The Lover’s Tale," then, is the third im¬ 
portant poem dealing with evolution. 
Alfred and Charles Tennyson went to Trinity College, Cambridge Uni¬ 
versity, in February 1828, A few weeks later, in a letter to his aunt, Mrs* 
Russell, Alfred made the following statement, which is indicative of his tech¬ 
nical knowledge of the telescope: "Wishes, I think, like telescopes re- 
* 
versed, seem to set their objects at a greater distance." During the first 
months of his college life, Tennyson, who was inclined to be reserved, became 
acquainted with only a few students, but later he established bonds of friend¬ 
ship with a most remarkable group of young men who called themselves ’The Apost- 
A 
les.’* "This was an extraordinary circle of yo thsj" as Henry Van Dyke has ob¬ 
served, "distinguished for scholarship, wit, eloquence, freedom of thought; 
promising great things, which most of them achieved."^ 
^G. B. Greenough, A Critical Examination of the First Principles of Geology. 
London, 181S, p. 210. 
p 
foM. Cuvier, Essay on the Theory of the Earth. Edinburgh, 1815, p. 25. 
®Hallam Tennyson, op. cit.. I, p. 54. 
4 
Ear old Nicolson has traced the growth of ’The Apostles’, up to the time of 
Tennyson’s Cambridge life as follows: "’The Cambridge Conversazione Society’, 
known to its contemporaries and to posterity as ’The Apostles’, had begun life 
as a comparatively unpretentious debating club in St. John’s College. By the 
year 1824 it had fallen under the control of John Sterling and Frederick Den¬ 
ison Maurice, those two earnest, puzzle-headed young men, and had been trans¬ 
ferred to the wider field of Trinity, taking upon itself in the process a 
troubled, militant, masonic atmosphere, as of some secret society which was 
to reform the world." {Harold Nicolson, OP. cit.. p. 72} Tennyson’s contem¬ 
porary Apostles were Jame3 Spedding, Richard Momekton Milnes, Richard Chene- 
vix îrench, Henry Alford, William Henry Brookfield, Blakesley, Thompson, Ste¬ 
phen Spring Rice, Charles Merrivale, John Mitchell Kemble, Heath, Charles Bul- 
ler, R. Montieth, Tennant, and last but not least, Arthur Henry Hallam, who 
was Tennyson’s mo t intimate friend. 
5 
Introduction to Alfred Tennyson, Poems, edited by Henry Van Dyke, Boston, 
1905, pp. xxiii-x-iv. 
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’The Apostles’, who kept abreast of the social and intellectual de¬ 
velopments of th ir time, were naturally inters:ted in science and in the evo¬ 
lutionary doctrines that were ’in the air’. That Tennyson shared this interest 
and, in one meeting, advanced an argument for the evolution of the human body 
from lower organisms was discovered by the son of the poet in one of the few 
existing letters to his father from Arthur Henry Ballaa, "My father,” Hallam 
Tennyson has written in this connection, "seems to have propounded in some col¬ 
lege di cushion the theory, that the ’development of the human body might possi¬ 
bly be traced from the radiated, vermicular, molluscous and vertebrate organ- 
loras,He may have acquired information that led him to take this stand from 
Lamarck’s Tableau du Rtsgne Animal (1302),  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 * 10 11 12 which outlined the gradation of life 
from lower to higher forms. The statement of this theory is another example of 
All of Tennyson’s letters to Arthur Hallam have .been lost,according to Hallam 
Tennyson: "All the letters from ay father to Arthur Hallam whre destroyed by 
his father aft x Arthur’s death: a great loss, as these particular letters 
probably revealed his inner self more truly than anything outside hie poems." 
Hallam Tennyson, OP. cil.. I, p. 71. 
I, P. 44, 
^Lamarck’s Tabl au du keen* Animal (1802), giving the steps in evolutionary 
development cited by Tennyson in the discussion of the Apostles, is as fol¬ 
lows: 
"The Tableau du Rogne Animal (180*) 
Montrant la Degradation Progressive des Organes 
Spéciaux jusqu’é Leur Anéantissement 
Ho ta.-La progression^ la degradation n’est nulle parte régulière on proper- 
tionellej mais elle existe dans l’ensemble d’une manière eviaente. 
1. Les Masmaux 
2. Les Oiseaux Une colonne vertébrale, faisant la base d’un 
3, Les Reptiles squelette articulé. 
4, Les Poissons 
5. Les Mollusques 
o. Les Annelides 
7. Les Crustacés 
8, Les Arachnides Point de colonne vt rt/braie; point ae vertébrale 
0* Les Insectes squelette. 
10. Les Yex-s 
11. Les Badianes 
12. Les Polypes.” 
Henry Fairfield Osborn, op. cit.. p. *46. 
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Tennyson's use of the idea, of evolution. As Andrew Lang has said, Tennyson 
"brooded from boyhood on the e early theories of evolution in an age when they 
were practically unknown to the literary, and were not patronised by the sci¬ 
entific world."^ 
In another meeting of 'The Apostles1, this question, pertinent to the 
idea of evolution, was aeked: "Is an intelligible First Cause deducible from 
O 
the pheonomena of the Universe? Tennyson votes 'No1In his anaw. r, Tennyson 
clearly recognised the inability of the human intellect to determine a first 
cause in world evolution.0 
During his stay at Cambridge, Tennyson was interested in astronomy as 
well as in the evolution of the human body from lower forms and the Inability 
of man to deduce an intelligible first cause from the phenomena of the universe. 
His son Halloa has discovered in his notebook - which contained translations of 
Aristophanes and of Greek philosophers as well as astronomical diagrams - the 
following unpublished fragment, titled "The Moon," which"!s mainly of value",as 
liillam Tennyson has marked, "as showing at what an early date physical science 
began to penetrate his verse. 
^Andrew Lang, op. cit.. p. 62. 
HaTIam'TengysoBUOP. cit., I, p. 44. 
2 
The scientists of the twentieth century, like Tennyson, cannot determine an 
intelligible first cause of universal action. J. Arthur Thomson has noted this 
limitation of modern science in these words: "Another limitation {of science] 
concerns origins, which remain mysteries. The biologist begins with the first 
organisms, but whence came they? The chemist begins with the elements, but 
what has been their history? There is always something before the beginning 
with which the scientific investigator starts and must start. So there are lim¬ 
itations implied in the partial view we have to take in prosecuting a scientific 
inquiry, in the radical mysteriousneas of the counters we use, in the difficulty 
of giving complete causal explanations except in the field of mechanics, and 
likewise in the obscurity of origins." The Outline of Science, edited by J. A. 
Thomson, New York, 1922, IV, pp. 1175-1174. 
^Hallam Tennyson, op. cit.. I, p. 40. 
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Deep glens I found, and sunless gulfs, 
Set round with many a toppling spire, 
And monstrous rocks from craggy 
snouts 
Disploding globes of roaring fire. 
Large as a human eye the sun 
Drew down the West his feeble lights; 
And then a night, all moons, confused 
The shadows from the icy heights. 
In a footnote the poet explained what he meant by the phrase,* a night, all 
moons* which appeal's in the third line of the second stanza of the fragment. 
He says: "*A night, all moons* means that when seen from the airless moon all 
the principal stars and planets would be very large and bright in the black 
heavens, and strike the eye there as the moon strikes the eye Again, 
as in "Love," which contained the reference to Baker on animalculae, Tennyson 
has employed a footnote to clarify the scientific meaning of his poem. 
On June 6, 1829, the announcement was made at Cambridge that Alfred 
Tennyson had been awarded the Chancellor*s medal for his poem in blank verse, 
"Timbuctoo. " This poem was developed out of "Armagdeggon, " a fragment written 
when the poet was about fifteen years of age. It followed the "Chorus" and 
"The Lover*s Tale" in the use of the facts of science dealing with inorganic 
evolution. The first of the references to inorganic evolution considers the 
action of the sea upon the shore: 
The Sea 
When weary of wild inroad buildeth up 
Huge mounds whereby to stay his yeasty 
waves 
hm.*.* x, P.~ 40. Tennyaon*s explanation is consistent with the astronomy of his 
time. In 1854, Sir John F. W. Herschel wrote: "If there be inhabitants in the 
moon, the earth must present to them the extraordinary appearance of a moon nearly 
2° in diararter." Sir John F. 18. Horschel, op. clt.. p. 220. 
c 
M. Cuvier, in 1815, had observed the action of the sea mentioned by Tennyson in 
"Timbuctoo" : "When the original coast happens to be high, so that the sea is un¬ 
able to ca. t up anything upon it, a graduai, but de tructive operation is carried 
on in a different way. The incessant agitation of waves wears it away at the bot¬ 
tom, and at length succeeds in undermining it, causing the upper materials to 
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The see has often submerged cities and Tennyson has recorded this phenomenon 
of inorganic evolution in "Tiabuetoo" in his allusion to 
Divinest Atlantis, whoa the waves 
Have buried deep. 
The destruction of cities by the sea was also noted in the poem, "In Deep and 
1 
Solemn Dreams," which was written about the same time as "Timbactou." 
But ere long that silent sea, 
Rising wild and srathfully, 
Sweeps in all-embracing might 
Friends and city from my sight. 
"Timbuctoo," besides noting the evolution of the earth's surface caused by 
the sea, also contained significant passages of an astronomical nature. In one 
instance the poet saw 
The clear galaxy 
Shorn of its hoary lustre, wonderful... 
Blaze within blaze, an unimagined depth 
Anu harmony of planet-girded suns 
And moon-encircled planets, wheel in wheel. 
Here Tenny on has conceived of other universal plans related to and comparable 
with our solar system and has stated that the suns of the universe are surrounded 
by planets which, in turn, are encircled by moons. The poet's intuitive power of 
anticipating scientific discovery may be recognized when it is seen that astronom¬ 
ical research, up to the year 1334, bad resulted in the discovery of but eleven 
slide and tumble down, an., converting^the whole elevation into steep sloping bluffs 
or cliffs." M. Cuvier, op. cit.« p. 30. 
Alfred Tennyson, Unpublished Early Poems. p. 51, The inorganic evolu¬ 
tion brought about by the submerging of cities oy the sea was a subject of geolo¬ 
gical discussion in Tennyson's youth. It was a very important topic in the geolo¬ 
gical ideas of M. Cuvier who has written thus: "These repeated irruptions and re¬ 
treats of the sea have neither been slow nor gradual; most of the catastrophes 
which have occasioned them have been sudden .Bumberlessqliving beings have been 
the victims of these catastrophes; some have been destroyed by sudden inundations, 
others have been laid dry in consequence of the bottom of the seas being instan¬ 
taneously elevated. Their races even have become extinct, and have left no mem¬ 
orial of them except some small fragments which the naturalist can scarcely rec¬ 
ognize.B M. Cuvier, op. clt. pp. 15-17. 
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planets, of which only four wore known to have possessed moons. Since the writ¬ 
ing of "Timbuetoo," other planets ana moons have been discovered, showing that 
Tennyson’s poetry preceded the work of men of science in the stating of certain 
astronomical facts. In "Timbuctoo, " the poet fancied that men or similar animals 
lived on the other planets and heard 
The hum of men, 
Or other things talking in unknown tongues, 
And notes of busy life in distant worlds. 
The probability of life existing on other plantts is yet a subject of astronomical 
study and speculation. Notwithstanding this fact, it is important to notice that 
Tennyson was sufficiently abreast of the astronomy of his age to feel that beings, 
like men perhaps, were living on other planets. In "Timbuctoo,” then, Tennyson 
has noted the inorganic evolution of the earth’s surface caused by the sea and 
has made significant astronomical speculations. 
While Tennyson was writing "Timbuctco,” he was. also preparing Poems. 
Chiefly Lyrical, which was published in 1850 by Effingham Wilson of London. One 
of the interesting features of this volume was Tennyoon’s use of the facts of sci¬ 
ence in pot-try. In the Englishman’s Magazine for August 1830, Arthur Ha 11am com¬ 
mended the poet for his "vivid, picturesque delineation of objects, an.- the pecu¬ 
liar skill tilth which he holds all of them fused, to borrow a metaphor from sci- 
O 
ence, in a medium of strong emotion." It is interesting to note that Arthur Hallam 
was the fir t of Tennyson’s contemporaries to praise his use of science in poetry. 
Poems, Chiefly Lyrical contains no significant poems dealing with the 
themejef evolution. Some of the poem-- show the conflict between science and Chris¬ 
tian faith that began in Poems by Two Brother . Tennyson was subjected to the de¬ 
pressing, as well as the exalting, side of science, as Raymond MacDonald Alden has ob 
^In 1834, the Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, Mercury, Uranu , Venus-, Mars, Vesta, Juno, 
Ceres, and Pallas were the only plan ts kno.n to astronomers} the Earth, Jupiter, 
Saturn, and Uranus had been found to have moon.;. Sir John F. K. Herschel, op. clt., 
pp. 389-o91. 
2 
Hallam Tennyson, op. clt., I, pp. 49-50. 
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served, because be "took his science so seriously, and could not, like some 
poets, view it at the business of trivial or dull minds.The most important 
poems, however, from tho standpoint of knowledge of science, are "The Kraken" 
and "The Mermaid," both of which introduce marine life as the subject matter of 
poetry. In "The Kraken," Tennyson has written that above the haunts of the kraken 
Swell 
Hugh sponges of nildenial growth ana height; 
And far away into the sickly light, 
From many a wondrous grot and secret cell 
Unnumberfd and enormous polypi 
Winnow with giant anas the slumbering green. 
"The Mermaid" also shows that the poet's knowledge of ocean-inhabiting organisms 
is considerables 
I would comb my hair... 
Till that grf-at sea-snake unier the sea 
From his coiled sleeps in the central deeps 
Would slowly trail himself sev nfold 
Round the hall where I sate... 
Then all the dry pied things that be 
In th hue lest mosses under the sea 
Would curl round my silver feet silently ... 
And if I should carol aloud, from aloft 
All things that are forked, and horned, and soft 
Would lean out from the bellow sphere of the sea, 
All looking do un for the love of me. 
Thus Poems. Chiefly Lyrical, while not containing any significant poems on the 
theme of evolution, did cany on Tennyson's scientific inter;,t, especially in 
"The Krak n” and "The- Mermaid," both of which treat certain phases of deep-sea 
life. 
Among the unpublished poems written at Cambridge, two axe v ry import¬ 
ant as show inf the poet's interest in science, The first, "Anaeaona" was with¬ 
held from publication by Tennyson, as his son has pointed out, "because the nat¬ 
ural hi tory and the rhymes did not satisfy him."^ The setting of this poem was 
a tropical island and Tennyson, pertly because of his unfamiliarity with the 
natural life there and his consequent uncertainty as tc the correctness of his 
^“Raymond M. Aides, Alfred Tennyson. Indianapolis, jlSlT^ p^. 288. 
^Hallam Tennyson, op. cic.. I, p. 56. 
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use of it, refrained from placing the poem in the hands of publishers during his 
lifetime. This is good proof of Tennyson’s passion for scientific accuracy. The 
second important unpublished poem of the Cambridge period is "Life", a sonnet, 
in which the poet expressed his unquenchable desire for knowledge ana, as in the 
"Chorus", recognised the variations of living things in form and color, thus carry¬ 
ing on hi3 interest in organic evolution. 
?<ould I could pile fresh life an life, and dull 
The sharp désirs of knowledge still with knowingi 
Art, Science, Nature, everything in full, 
As ray own soul is full, to overflowing - 
Millions of forms, and hu;.s, and shades, that give1 
The difference of all things to the sense 
And all the likeness in the difference. 
In the la t two lines of this sonnet, Tennyson ha3 introduced another fact 
pertinent to organic evolution: that living things though unlike in some respects 
are alike in others* "Anacaona" and "Life", therefore, the two unpublished poems 
of the Cambridge period, treated in this study, bring out three of Tennyson’s dom¬ 
inant qualities as a poet of science: The former, in that it was withheld from 
publication partly because of uncertainty as to natural history, shows his love 
of correctness; the latter shows his insatiable desire for knowledge and his great 
interest in organic evolution. 
Tennyson felt that his desire for knowledge could not be satisfied att 
Cambridge * "The narrowness and dryness of the ordinary courte of study at Cam¬ 
bridge," the son of the poet has written, "the lethargy there, and the abbence of 
any teaching that grappled with the iaeas of the age ana stimulated and guided 
thought on the subjects of deepest human interest, had stirred my father to wrath."* 
^The lint "Millions of forms, and hues, and shades that give" is closely allied 
in thought to the following lines of the "Choiu ", written when the po t was about 
fourteen year . of age: 
The countless forms 
Of living things, the wondrous tones 
Of man and beast. 
2 
Hallam Tennyson, OP, clt.. I, p. 66. 
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The po t, nevsrthlcas, managed to tolerate Cambridge but he often turned to 
nature for consolation, as the poem "Playfellow Winds” showsi 
Playfellow winds and stars, my friends of old... 
Ye sympathize 
As ever v/ith me, stars, from first to last.-*- 
Tennyson was forced to give up his university career in February 18bl 
because of the illness of his father, who died shortly after his return home. 
In December of the folio, ing year, he published hi a second individual volume of 
poetry, Poems, or "The Lady of Shalott"and Oth r Poems. The idea of evolution is 
used in this volume. In the realm of organic evolution, Tennyson, in "The Palace 
of Art”, expressed his conception of the number of stages in the pre-natal growth 
of the human brain: 
’From change to change four tim s within 
the womb 
The brain is moulded’, she began, 
’So through all pha es of all thought I come 
Dnto the perfect man. 
'It is interesting to note that Charles Darwin’s reaction to Cambridge was strik¬ 
ingly like Alfred Tennyson’s. Leonard Huxley has as.de the following remarks con¬ 
cerning the attitude of the eminent evolutionist to the university: "The three 
years at Cambridge bore fruit very differently from what his fath r had hoped. 
The Regular academical training for a pass degree, with its moderate allowance 
of classics and mathematics, made little impression upon him....Science in its 
open-air form inspired his indefatigable pur stilt of rare beetles and his triumphs 
as a collector and a coleopter1st." Leonard Huxley, pp. cit.. pp. 14-15. Arthur 
Hallam, as one of his letters to Tennyson reveals, also disliked Cambridge: nI 
don’t think I could reside again at Cambridge with any pleasure. I should feel 
like a melancholy Pterodactyl winging his lonely flight among the linnets, eagles 
and flying fishes of our degenerate post-adamic world." Hallam Tennyson, op,cit.. 
I, p. 85. 
2 
The poet probably based his theory of the four’ stages in the growth of the brain 
upon the argument, propounded by him in one of the meetings of ’The Apostles, ’ 
that "'the development of the human body might possibly be traced from the radiated tiret stage], vermicular [second sbagel, molluscous [third stage] and vertebrate 
ourth stage] organisms’”. Ibid.. I, loc. cit.. p. 44. When Tennyson revised 
"The Palace of Ant" for the 1842 volume, he realised that such a complex process 
as the growth of the human brain could not be limited to four distinct stages 
and altered the stanza as follows: 
’From shape to shape at first within the womb 
The brain is model!’d,* she began, 
’And thro all phases of all thought I come 
Into the perfect man,* 
I» the sane posa, Tennyson has mid that all natur* «idea© upward end that 
organic ev< lution i*> a procès of devstlopmmt froa ths simple and lésa perfect 
to the complex and isors perfect» 
All Sature widen© upward. Sr-more 
Tfe siapler ecaeæe lo^er lies» 
More coaplex is more perfect, Gaming more 
Discour ,-e, ®ox*e siaoly wiite,- 
"Love Thou Thy Land* noted that coldness, «arwt sa» aol tare, and drynes# «are 
influential In developing the individual to Maturity» 
For Batur* «Iso, cold and war®, 
And œoiïit and dry, devising long, 
Thro* ®any agentesa .ing strong, 
Ifetaros the individual i’ors*fc 
«Th Palace- of Art® ana "Love Thou Thy Lana** sho», thoref.re, that Tennyson 
Bade significant aee of ideas on evolution in the ^oestg of X8S£, The former 
pot's® treated the pre*aat&l developnont of the human brain and presented the 
doctrine that àll nature wiaena upward £rm the simple and leg* perfect to the 
It is apparent that the poet gained in ccireetnes,- by tho alterations ass.de on 
the 185i. stanza. M interesting account of the eoa.-licatod dov lopaent of the 
human brain before birth is given by Fmcat Haeckel in The Evolution of Han. 
I, He* fork, 1897, pp. 2£-£3. 
^The ideas of evolution pretested by Tenny m in this stensa frm »Tbe Palace 
of Art" were *in the air* before 1832. For ewsasapl*-., Sev-.r-vs^ James McCloud 
asde the following statement in 1818: "Fragre^aive «volution i. the universal 
plan. Everything which »* ae&t in the world around u«, natter an* adnd, every 
individual and all congregated aassce, begin their coarse as géras ana ussfold 
in sloe progression.. . .It is not minly the aould of this nighty fraise of thing 
«hich establishes it, it is the- fact that creation ±, eternally uniol-iag non 
resources and presenting itself unde , succe ssive and amazing ccabiaations of 
which no creature in the universe baa imagined it capable," Creauion by ev-.itt- 
tlcsu edited by Frances Mason, Me« York, 1938, £. £3, 
^ETasattrt B&rwin*8 Za&&G«ria (1764), in its argua nt that all mims-blooded aaisials 
arose te^m one living filament which the great First Cause endued with animal- 
ity, contained references, m ik-nry Fairfield Osborn has seen, to "the changes 
predated by conditions of climate SUB;-, of season, as in the ssfeec: of warn cli- 
nates being covered with hair Instead of wool, ana the hare© ana partridges 
of northern cliaates becoming ©kite in wint r," fewy Falrfisl-i Osborn, op. 
cit,. p. £08. Thar> Brassai Bar sin recorded the influence of clinate and tem¬ 
pi rature upon the evolution of living foras. Tennyson used those laeas in 
"Love Thou Thy Ls»£..n 
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complex and more nearly perfect; the latter noted the influence of coldness, 
warmest, moisture, and dryness in the maturing of the orgtotiua. 
In the 1851 volume, Tennyson introduced inorganic as well as organic 
evolution. The nebular hypothesis of Laplace, which undertook to explain ohe 
development of the physical univer -e, was used, in part, in a footnote to a 
passage in ’’The Palace of Art,” where the Soul saw 
Regions of lucid matter taking forms, 
Brushes of fire, hazy gleams, 
Clu ters and beds of worlds, and bee-like swarms 
Of suns and starry streams. 
In a note to this passage, Tennyson said that these lines were "expressive of 
the joy wherewith the soul contemplated the results of astronomical experiment. 
The use of the nebular hypothesis in poetry shows that Tenny. on was in direct 
touch with the science of his of«n and the preceding age. T. Watts, in 1895, 
lauded the poet for hia use of the Laplacean account of universal evolution 
as follows* "In the nebular theory there had always been, since Laplace’s 
time, an interest. But it was not till 1855 that any English po'. t, or, in¬ 
deed, any worker in pure literature, saw its importance as indicating a new 
standpoint for human thought, or, indeed, gave it any consideration at all..,. 
No poet having the litterateur’s knowledge and nothing beyond, would have 
written these stanzas [on the nebular Hypothesis]; and yet for mere poetic 
beauty they may bo compared with those stanzas of Victor Hugo’s in *Les Con¬ 
templations* beginning - 
’Nuits, serez-vous pour nous toujours ce que vous êtes?• 
While T. Watts’s laudatory remarks on Tennyson’s use ox the Laplacean theory 
in "The Palace of Art" may be well grounded, it is well to note that "The 
Palace of Art" contains only a part of the- procès;:, outlined by the French 
ï. Watts, "Tennyson as the Poet of Evolution", Nineteenth Century. XXXiy, 
{London, 1895) p. 665. 
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astronomer. The Princeas (1347) and In Memoriam (1850), however, include 
Laplace’s hypothesis, as a whole, and it is in t&t study of the former poem 
that mention will be made of the poet’s use of the complete theory. 
In the poems of 1832, Tennyson showed a deep interest in other 
jfr 
phases of science besides organic ana inorganic evolution. Two of the "Early 
Sonnets", for example, contain lines dealing with oceanographic phenomena. In 
sonnet iii, he referred to a broad, rushing river which 
In the middle of the green salt sea 
Keeps his blue waters fresh for many a mile. 
This action was an important topic for scientific study in Tennyson’s time, but 
it had been noted by men of science during the eighteenth century. Benjamin 
Frltklin (1706-1790), for example, found that some rivers - like the Amazon, the 
Oronoko ,ind the Mississippi - "are fresh quite to the sea, and out to some dis¬ 
tance from the land."-*- 
In sonnet iii again, Tennyson wrote that 
The warm gulf-stream of Florida 
Floats far away into the Northern seas 
The lavish growths of South: rn Mexico. 
He probably learned of the course and characteristics of the gulf stream from a 
description of it which Benjamin Franklin wrote in 1735. Franklin observed that 
the gulf stream runs "in a strong current through the islands into the bay of 
Mexico, and from thenee issuing through the Gulf of Florida, and proceeding 
along the eoast to the banks of Newfoundland, where it turns off towards and runs 
2 
down through the Western Islands;" Tennyson said that the gulf stream moves 
from Southern Mexico to the Northern seas. Franklin found that the water "is 
always warmer than the sea on each side of it;"° Tennyson characterized the 
water as being ’warm.' Franklin called attention to "the gulf weed with which 
^Benjamin Franklin, Works. Boston, 1838, VI, p. 234 
gIbid.. VI, p. 486. 
2Ibid.. VI, p. 487. 
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it (the gulf streaaQis interspersedTennyson stated that the current carried 
with it 'the lavish growths of Southern Mexico*' From the above examples, the 
poet's close adherence to the facts of science may be understood. Sonnet x of 
the “Early Sonnets" is also important for its use of oceanography. This poem 
reveals that Tennyson has 
Heard that, somewhere in the main, 
Fresh water springs up through the bitter brine. 
He probably learned of the existence of fresh springs in the sea in Lucretius's 
De Rerum Ratura, which contains the following passage* “This is like the spring 
of Aradus in the sea, which splashes out sweet water aHod keeps awary the salt 
waters around; and in many another region the sea offers timely blessings to sail¬ 
ors athirst, by vomiting out sweet waters amid the salt."^ The use of oceanograph¬ 
ic phenomena in sennets iii and x of the “Early Sennets" bear testimony to the 
poet's widening interest in science. 
The use of the nebular hypothesis of Laplace in "The Palace of Art," 
while pertinent to Tennyson's interest in evolution, is not the only proof in the 
Poems of 1852 of his knowledge of astronomy. "Margaret", to begin with, contained 
an allusion to lunar halo3t 
Like the tender amber round 
Which the moon about h r spreadeth. 
Moving thro a fleecy light.2 3 
The influence of the moon upon tidal action, which was recognized even in an¬ 
cient times, was mentioned in "The Palace of Art“^ and in "The Dream of Fair 
Ibid.. VI, p. 487. 
2 
Lucretius, De Rerum Hatura, 
509. 
translated by 1. B. D. House, Hew York, 1924, pp.507- 
^Norman Lockyer believes that these lines refer to lunar halos, which he explains 
as follows* "The coloured brightness sometimes seen round the moon is due to 
the refraction and reflection of light by snow crystals in the upper air when 
cirrus or cirro-stratus clouds are present." Norman Lockyer, op. clt., p. 7Q. 
4 
"The plunging seas draw backward from the land 
Their moon-led waters white." 
so 
Women".^ A ref xence to the old theory that stars, being flattened discs, 
necessarily have one side mort bright than another is mace in "Eleanore", in 
the following passage: 
As tlx o’ a star, in inmost heaven set, 
Even while we gaze on it, 
Should slowly round his orb, and slowly grow 
To a full face, then like a sun remain 
Fix'd - then as slowly fade again, 
And draw itself to what it wa3 before; 
In "The Dream of Fair Women," the poet pointed out the great luminosity of 
Canopus, which is ten thousand times more brilliant than the sun ana two hund¬ 
red and fifty times more brilliant than Sirius: 
We drank the Libyan sun to lee£, and lit 
Lamps which out-bum'd Canopùs." 
"The Palace of Art" contained an allusion to the rings of the planet Saturn: 
While Saturn whirls, his steadfast shade 
Sleeps on his luminous ring.4 
The same poem referred to the moonlessness of Mars and to the nebula in Oislon: 
She saw the snowy poles of moonless Mars, 
That marvellous round of milky light 
Below Orion, ana those double stars 
Whereof the one more bright 
Is circled by the other. 
"Once, like the moon, I made 
The ever-shifting current of the blood 
According to my humour ebb and flow." 
2 
Norman Loekyo-r explains the stellar action described in "El anore" in terms of 
the ancient theory that stars are flattened disco, more luminous on one side 
than on the other. Norman Lockyer, op. cib.« pp, 51-52. 
5 
Garrett P. Servias gives an interesting discussion of the enormous brightness 
of Canopus. Garrett P. Serviss, Astronomy. New York, 1908, p. 159. 
•Saturn's rings were discovered by Galileo about 1610 and v;ere explained by 
Huyghens in 1655. R. S. Ball, The Story of the Heavens. London, 1895, pp, 23c, 
255. Sir John F. W. Hcrschel writes of the c ndition mentioned in Tennyson's 
poem as follows: "That the ring is a solid opake substance is shown by its 
throwing its shadow on the body of the plan t, on the side nearest the sun, 
and on the oth r side receiving that of the body."(italics are my own]. John 
F. W.' Herschel, op. cit.. p. 267. 
^The reference to Mar3 and the nebula of Orion made in "The Palace of Art" (1832) 
were inaccurate and Tennyson, consequently, did not reprint these lines until 
51 
In the Poems of 1852 , to sum up,Tennyson raade a distinct advance over his 
earlier po try, not only in his knowledge of organic and inorganic evolution, 
but also in other divisions of science, particularly oceanographic geology and 
astronomy. He was undoubtedly reading scientific treatises - especially those 
dealing with biology, geology, and astronomy - throughout his sojourn at Cam¬ 
bridge. The Poems of 1832, however, did not meet with the approval of the cri¬ 
tics I John Wilson Croker, of the yuarterly Review, for example, was not sympa¬ 
thetic with the volume, and this particular writer, in the April number of 1833, 
attacked Tennyson*s use of science in sonnet ill of the "Early Sonnets".* 
It is very probable that this unfavorable attitude of the critics was partially 
responsible for the poet*s failure to publish another volume until 1842. 
After the publication of the Poems of 1832, Tenny. on and Arthur Hallaa 
continued their correspondence and often went on jaunts through England together. 
About this time, the members of the Tennyson family alternated in making trips 
to London and, in March 1835, Arthur Hal lam accompanied the poet and his sister 
Mary Tennyson on a brief trip to the English capital. While there, "They visited 
the Elgin Marbles, the Tower and the Zoological Gardens. They looked through 
microscopes at ‘moths* wings, gnats* heads, and at all the lions and tigers 
the publication of Mr. Palgrave*a Lyrical Poems by Lord Tennyson (1867), when 
the poet made alterations that took into account the fact that Mars possessed 
moons ana gave a more accurate statement concerning the position of the nebula 
of Orion. 
She saw the snowy poles and moons of Mars, 
That marvellous field of drifted light 
In mid Orion, and the married stars. 
In 1852, it was believed by astronomers that Mars had aor moons. (Î1, A. Proctor, 
"A New Theory of Life in Other Worlds", Essays in Astronomy* Hew York, 1900, p.34 j] 
Hence the poem of 1852 was in harmony with the astronomy of the time in its al¬ 
lusion to Haro» In 1367, however, Asaph Hall detected the two moons of Mars, 
Deimos and Phobos. [A. M. Clerke, Astronomy. New York, 1898, p, 509^} Hence Ten¬ 
nyson altered his poem, as I have noted, to gain scientific accuracy. 
*John Wilson Croker, "Tennyson’s Poems", an extract from the Quarterly Review. 
April 1853. Readings in the English Prose of the Nineteenth Century, edited by 
R. M. Al:ien, Boston, 1917, pp. 350-354. 
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which lie perdus in a drop of spring water’.H * The poet, according to his son, 
could see no reason why microscopic life formé should have any influence on Chris¬ 
tian belief The fact that Tennyson always made it a point to visit places like 
the Zoological Gardens probably indicates that his interest in science was more 
than passing. Later in the same year( 185b) Tennyson, accompanied by Tennant,went 
to London to say farewell to Arthur Hal lam, who was leaving on a tour of Europe 
with his father. The European torn' of Haliaa, however, ended at Vienna on Septem¬ 
ber 15, 1835 when Hallam suddenly died. On January Zb, 1854, he was buried at 
Clevedon, Tennyson suffered inexpressible grief because of the loss of his friend 
and retired to Somersby, where he passed mort of the winter in partial seclusion, 
subject to the negative criticism of many of the reviewers of the Poems of 183d. 
While at Somersby, the poet gave much time to the study of science, as this sched¬ 














Animal Physiology, German. 
Mechanics. 
Theology. 
Italian in the afternoon. 
Greek. Evenings. Poetry.” 0 
With such & study schedule, it is to be expected that Tennyson's next volume of 
poetry should contain a broad and accurate use of the facts and hypotheses of sci¬ 
ence. The poems of 1842, especially in the use of the evolutionary aspects of 
scientific knowledge and theory, did not fall short of expectation, either in the 
revised or in the new poems. 
Haila® Tennyson, op. cit.. I, p. 102. 
£Ibiu.. I, p. 102, 
5Ibid.. I, p. 124. 
CHAPTER III 
1834 - 1855 
Follovdng the severe criticism .of the 1832 volume and the death of 
Arthur Hallam in September 1855, Tennyson kept silence until 1857, when he con¬ 
tributed !,0 That *Twere Possible” to The Tribute and "St. Agnes" to The Keep 
sake. After 1837, he published nothing until 1842, when English Idylls and 
Other Poems appeared. 
Tennyson was not inactive during this extended period of silence 
(1832-42). As was shown at the clo .« of the preceding chapter, he prescribed 
for himself a program of study which laid special emphasis upon certain branches 
of science. He read widely in the literature of science anu at sme time dur¬ 
ing 1837, according to his son Hallam, he "was deeply immersed in Pringle fs 
Travels. and Lyell’s Geology.Tennyson also set about perfecting himself in 
the art of po* try; for nearly ten years ho wrote almost continuously, revising 
again and again both his new work and that which had already been published, 
until he became a master of the technique of verse. "The Two Voices" (1842) 
Q 
and In Memorjam (1850) were begun during these years. Both of these poems, 
it may be said in passing, show a broad knowledge of science anu a particular 
interest in evolution. 
By 1837, when the Tennysons moved from Som a, shy to High Beech in Ep- 
ping Forest, the responsibility of looking after the family had fallen upon the 
shoulders of the poet, who had previously become engaged to Emily Sellwood. In 
1840 the Tennysons moved to Tunbridge Kells. Meanwhile Cecilia, Alfred’s sis- 
i 
ter, had become engaged to Edmund Lushington, the accomplished Greek and German 
scholar anc Egyptologist. As the Tennysons pref rred to be near the Lushing tons 
at Park House, and as Mrs. Tennyson disliked the place at Tunbridge Wells, they 
1Ibld.. I, p. 162. 
2Ibid.. I, p, 10S. 
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gave up the unsatisfactory residence at Tunbridge Wells and moved to Boxley, 
near Maidstone, Lushington married Ceci]ia Tennyson in 1842, 
A. English Idylls and Oth r Poems, or The- Volume of 1842 
In 184Ê Tennyson published, English Idylls and 0thur Poems, The poems 
were received everywhere with enthusiasm, as the following statement, by Hallam 
Tennyson shows : "7»hen the 1842 volumes were published the literary world in 
London accepted them at once, and MiInes and Sterling led the chorus of favour¬ 
able reviews.This volume raised Tennyson to the position of chief poet of 
the time. It also made significant use of the facts of science and especially 
of the theories of evolution. 
When Tennyson published the 1842 poems, science was exerting an in¬ 
creasing influence upon the life and thought of the English people, and many 
Englishmen, like the hero of "Locksley Ball”, were attracted by the 'fairy talcs 
of science.' Science wars penetrating into all fields of human endeavor, and 
Tennyson observed its effect upon gardening in "Araphion" when he heard, in his 
neighbor's ground , 
The Modern Muses reading. 
They read Botanic Treatises, 
And works on Gardening thro' there, 
And methods of Transplanting Trees 
To look as if they grew there. 
The development of science and the diffusion of scientific knowledge 
during the fir t half of the nineteenth century shook the bases of orthodox re¬ 
ligion for all thinking people. Materialistic and pragmatic doctrines made re¬ 
ligious doubt a dominant issue in the thought of the time. The evolutionary 
theories of Laplace and Lyell, for example, directly or indirectly brought the 
Biblical narrative into question and cast doubt upon the historicity of the 
sacred Scriptures on which all Christianity - Catholic and Protestant - ultimately 
1Ibid,. I, p. 183. 
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rested. Laplace showed that the earth was merely one of the smaller planets 
revolving around the sun and that the sun appeared to fee only one of the smaller 
stars in an infinite number wheeling in boundless space. This doctrine caused 
many people, including Tennyson, to doubt whether the universe, boundless in 
its scope, had been created with special regard to man and his small planet. 
Lye 11 taught that the Biblical story of the creation was untrue and that man 
had existed on the earth more than six thousand years. Efe also implied the evo¬ 
lution of man from lower animals of prehistoric ages. Besides being shaken by 
the discoveries and theories of scientists like Laplace and Lyell, Englishmen 
of the early nineteenth century found it difficult to adjust themselves to the 
progress that was being made in experimental and applied science. Patient ex¬ 
perimenters continuously enlarged the bounds of human knowledge of the material 
universe, and applied scientific discoveries and inventions to practical purposes. 
Many were convinced that the advance of the m chanical sciences had a detrimen¬ 
tal effect upon Christian belief. 
More than most of his centenpararios, Tennyson was deeply interested 
in the steady increase of scientific knowledge, and profoundly disturbed by the 
implications of the rapid advance of science and its practical applications. 
Tennyson’s convictions concerning the continuous development of scientific knowl¬ 
edge may first be considered. In ’’The Two Voices" he noted that progress was 
always taking place; 
All the years invent; 
Each month is various to present 
The world with seme development. 
He felt, in "Locksley Hall", that the onward movement of science was slow but. 
purposeful; 
Science mover, but slowly, slowly, creeping on fraa point to point; 
Yet I doubt not thro* the ages one increasing purpose runs, 
And the thoughts of men ar e widen’d with the process of the suns. 
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la "The Day-drearn ”, he expressed high confidence in the future growth and attain¬ 
ments of science: 
Well - were it not a pleasant thing... 
To sleep through terms of mighty wars 
And wake on science grosn to more, 
Cte secrets of the brain, the stars, 
As wild as aught of fairy lore... 
So sleeping, so aroused from sleep 
Thro* sunny decade new and strange 
Or gay quenqueniads, would we reap 
The flower and quintessence of change. 
In "Locksley Sail" again, Tennyson, anticipating air commerce and warfare, 
Saw the h avens fill with commerce, argosies of magic sails, 
Pilots of the purple twilight, dropping down their costly bales; 
Heard the heavens fill with shouting, and there rain'd a ghastly dew 
Fro» the nations' airy navies grappling in the central blue. 
In the same poem, he showed enthusiasm for the progressive march of mankind : 
Forward, forward let us range. 
Let the great world spin for ever down the ringing grooves of change. 
Thro' the shadow of the globe we sweep into the younger day; 
Better fifty years of Europe than a cycle of Cathay.2 
In spite of bis faith in the future of science as a constructive force 
in Christian civilization, Tennyson often feared that the evolutionary doctrines 
of Laplace and Lye11, as well as the rapid progress in applied science, were 
Harold Eleolsoa has discovered a note by Tennyson on this stanza which reveals 
his passion for accuracy. Hicolson writes: "The inspiration of the verse had 
been drawn fro» a railway engine and had been rendered inaccurately; fear it ap¬ 
pears that railway engines do not, as he ([Tennyson] had at first supposed, run 
in grooves. So he confesses his mistake in a note: 'When I ’went 'by the first 
train fro» Liverpool to Manchester (1830) I thought that the wheels ran in a 
groove. It was a black night, and there was such a vast efawd rouai the train 
at the station that we could not see the wheels. Then I made this line*." 
Harold Hicolson, oo. clt.. p. 240. 
%he phrase, “a cycle of Cathay," was used, according to William R. Mieoll, 
“es meaning the great year or Platonic cycle, in which all the stars and con¬ 
stellations return to their former places in respect of the equinoxes." 
William R. Hieoll, pp. clt.. p. 118. 
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detrimental to revealed religion. The new astronomical and geological theories, 
supported by the results of thoroughgoing research and experiment, occasionally 
struck at the roots of thu poet*s faith by contradicting, as they did, the Bibli¬ 
cal account of the oi*igin of man. In "The Epic," he represented a parson as be¬ 
ing greatly disturbed by the influence of geology on faith: 
The parson taking wide and wider sweeps, 
Now harping on the church commissioners, 
No. ha viking at geology, and schism} 
Until I woke, and found him settled down 
Upon the general decay of faith. 
Besides being disturbed by the conflict between geology and religion, Tennyson, 
like Carlyle and Baskin, was possessed by the belief that the advance of mechan¬ 
ical science exerted an undesii'able influence upon orthodox religion and ~ictor- 
ian society. In 1839, for example, he wrote Emily Sellwood that John Kemble, 
like himself, was struggling against the "mechanic influence of the age and its 
tendency to crush and overpower the spiritual in man.""1 And in "Locksley Hall," 
he expressed the opinion that life on a savage island was preferable to living in 
This march of mind, 
In the steamship, in the railway, in the 
thoughts that shake mankind. 
In what appeared to be a conflict between science and religion, Tenny¬ 
son could neither ignore the struggle nor lend his support at once to either side. 
As Harold Nicol- on has observed, he sought a compromise ana enueavored to recon- 
2 
elle the opposing forces. Believing that we may .know by faith some aspect of 
reality \vh*.ch eludes us in scientific analysis, he sought to effect a compromise 
partly by distinguishing between knowledge and wisdom. In "Lock -ley Hall, " for 
example, he wrote of the transit or ine as of knowledge as compared with the perti¬ 
nence of wisdom: 
Knowledge comes but wisdom lingers. 
^•Hallaa Tennyson, OP. cit.. I, p. 169. 
p 
Harold Nicolson, OP. cit.. p. £64. 
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In "The Day-dream," the poet was baffled by the question of the length of time 
before knowledge would develop to the status of wisdom* 
When will the hundred stHas rs die 
And thought and time be bora again, 
And never knowledge, drawing nigh, 
Bring truth that sways the soute,men? 
He expressed the belief, in "Love and Duty8, that Love would ultimately develop 
knowledge into wisdom* 
Wait, and Love himself will bring 
The drooping flower of knowledge 
changed to fruit 
Of wisdom. 
Tennyson, then, reconciled science and religion partly by distinguishing between 
knowledge and wisdom. He believed that the conflict was largely a misunderstand¬ 
ing, due to a failure to realize that knowledge would finally grow into wisdom 
and that faith, or the assent of the mind to divine revelation, could behold 
realms beyond the vision of the scientist. 
Organic evolution, like the conflict between science ana religion, held 
an important place in the 1842 posaas. "The Two Voices" presented a summary of 
the evolution of natural forms up to their climax in man* 
When first the world began 
Young Hature thro* five cycles ran, 
And in the sixth she moulded man. 
She gave hia mind, the lordliest 
Proportion, and above the rest, 
Dominion in the head and breast. 
In the same poem, Tennyson showed an interest in certain eabryologicai details 
in the development of the human body where be referred to the time 
Before the little ducts began 
To feed thy bones with lime, and ran 
Their course, till thou wert also man. 
Tennyson, as "The Two Voices8 and •Ulysses8 show, was acquainted with John Locke’s 
doctrine that in experience "all our knowledge i3 rounded,and fro* that it ulti - 
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mately derives itself.*^ The forner poem presented the hypothesis that yn 
might have evolved fro» lower forma by the assimilation of experience i 
Or if thro* lover lives I carae- 
Tho* all experience peat beef-ste 
Consolidate in aind and frame.^ 
In "Ulysses," Tennyson accredited his Greek ht.ro with the idea that he was in¬ 
fluenced By everything fee had met, though She experience that he deeply desired 
was inaccessible to bias 
I aa a part of all that I have met; 
let all experience is an arch idlerethro* 
Gleams that tmtravoll*d world whose 
margin fades 
Forever and forever when I move. 
Tennyson treated the organic evolution of insects as well as of man in 
English Idylls and Qtfeor Poems (1342). Be summarized insect ®ftaaordhosis in 
"The Two Voices"; 
For every wers beneath the moon 
Draws different threads, and late and soon 
Spins, tolling out his own cocoon. 
In the some poem he outlined a phase of the life history of the dragon-fly: 
Today I saw the dragon-fly 
Gone froa the wells wh re he did lie. 
And inner impulse rent the veil 
Of hi u old husk; fr.® head to tail 
Cams out clear plates of sapphire nail. 
He dried his winga; lik: gauze they grew; 
Thro' crofts and pastures wet with dew 
A living flash of light he flew. 
^.Fohn Locke, Essay concerning Bataan Understanding. Chicago, 193.2, p. 26. 
© 
Concerning these lines, Herbert Spencer, the eminent evolutionist and philos¬ 
opher of the last century, wrote the following letter to Tennyson in 1355, 
thirteen years after the publication of "The Two Voices," whieh proves how the 
poot, in same oases, anticipated the work of men of science: 
"Sir: 
7 happened recently to b« ro-reading your Poem ’The Two Voices,' and com¬ 
ing to the verse 
Or if thro* lower lives I came - 
*Rlo* all experience past became 
Consolidate in mind and frame - 
it occurred to me that you night like to glance through a book which applies to 
the elucidation of mental science, the hypothesis to which you refer. I therefore 
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These lines furnish a good example of Tennyson’s accurate po. er of observation. 
Compare the poet’s summary of the stages in the life of the dragon-fly with the 
later description of J. H. Com: took* a noted modern biologists 
Today I saw the dragon-fly 
Come from the wells Where he did lie. 
Of this stage, Comstock writes :"\!heu the nytiph of a dragon-fly is fully grown 
it leaves the water to transform.Tennyson went on to say* 
An inner impulse rent th: veil 
Of his old huak; from head to tail 
Came out clear plate : of sapphire mail. 
The scientist explains this process as followst "The skin of "fee nymph splits 
open on the back of the thorax and head, and the adult emerges, leaving the empty 
akin of the nymph clinging to the obj et upon which the transformation took 
place.Concerning Tennyson’s "clear plates of sapphire mail," Comstock says ' 
K 
•Some of the adults are mark d with bright blues and greens." Tennyson described 
the insect as "a living flash of light" in swiftness, and Comstock saysi "Their 
long, narrow, closely-netted wings are strong, carrying them swiftly.** This 
comparison shows that Tennyson’s resume of the growth of the dragon-fly is accu¬ 
rate and compact. 
Tennyson also introduced certain general facts and theories pertinent 
to organic evolution in the 1842 poems. In "The Epic," he noted that nature has 
not restored the aastadon: 
Nature brings not back the mastade® 
Nor we those times. 
beg your acceptance of Psychology which I send by this post." Ball»» f nayson, 
OP. cit., X, p. 411. 
H, Comstock, A Manual for the Study of Insects. lew ïork, 1930, p. 78. 
p. 78. 
SIbAd.t p. 78. 
4Ibld., p. 78 
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"Locksley Hall” seems to express the idea that the individual decreases in sig¬ 
nificance as the significance of the race increases: 
The individual withers and the world is more and more. 
The sceptical speaker of "The Two Voices" asserted that the type is far more per¬ 
manent than the individual: 
The* thou wert scatter'd to the wind, 
Yet is there plenty of the kind. 
Tennyson continued this line of reasoning in In Memoriam. as will be shown, and 
there brought out the fact that nature is indifferent in her destructiveness to 
the type as well as to the individual. 
Inorganic evolution, unlike organic evolution, was not u;ed extensively 
in the poems of the 1842 volume. Only a few passages refer to the evolution of 
inorganic nature. In "Loeksley Hall," the poet spoke of the tremendous physical 
changes the earth had witnessed in past ages: 
Mother-Age, - for mine I knew not, - help me 
as when life begun; 
Right the hills, and roll the waters, flash the 
lightnings, weigh the sun. 
The phenomena cited in the above lines were first treated in "The Chorus," which 
was written when Alfred was about fourteen years of age. In "Timbuctoo" (1829), 
Tenter son marked the inward movement of the sea upon the land, and in "The Golden 
Year" (1842) he said that tidal action controlled it: 
Seas, that daily gain upon the shore 
Have ebb and flow conditioning their march. 
In the 1842 volume, then, Tennyoon appropriated to Ms poetry the discoveries 
and hypotheses of evolutionists. 
Besides availing himself of the- facts and theories of evolution in 
English Idylls and Other Poems (1842), Tennyson made use of Other scientific 
facts, concepts, and observations which are not included under the head of evo¬ 
lution. The poet was interested, for example, in botany, and in “The Gardener * 3 
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Daughter,11 he compared his heroine’s hair to ash-bods of early March: 
Love»,.made those eyes 
Darker than darkest pansies, and that hair 
More black than ash-bods in the front of March. 
Tennyson also introduced physical science in the 1842 poems. He de¬ 
rived & simile from geology to describe a costly pasty wherein certain birds lay 
like fossils of the rock, with golden yolks 
Imbedded and inJellied. 
Oceanography is introduced In "The Voyage,where mention is made of the lumi¬ 
nosity of the sea occasioned by microscopic marine organisms : 
At times the whole sea burned, at times 
With wakes of fire se tors the dark.*2 
and noted the comparative calm that existed in the center of the whirlwinds 
Fox blasts would rise and rave and cease. 
But whence were those that drove the sail 
Across the whirlwind’s heart of peace, 
And to and thro’ the counter gale? 
Astronomy also frond a place in the 1842 volume. "The Two Voices” I1842) 
like "Timbucteo” (1829), contained sp dilation on the boundlessness of the universe 
and the probable existence of superhuman:, creatures on other planâtes 
This truth within thy mind rehears®, 
That in a boundless universe, 
Is boundless better, boundless worse. 
ink you this mould of hopes and fears 
Could find no statelier than his peers 
In yonder hundred million spheres.' 
connection with these lines, Sir Herman Lockyer has quoted the following infor¬ 
mation from Edward Eulae *s Wild Fruits of the Country Sides “Ont striking fea¬ 
ture i& the ash is the curiosly sooty blackness of the buds; this characteristic 
alone would suffice to identify the tree while yet leafless. It will be recalled 
how Tennyson, whose nature touches are so taraerous, so appreciative, so admirable 
mâ so true, declares of case of his heroines that her hair was blacker even than 
thr ash-bads of March.* Herman Lockyer, op. cit»f pp, 185-184. 
2Kansan Lockyer has concluded that those lines allude "to phosphorescence, a lum¬ 
inosity of the sea caused by the presence of minute forms of life." jTbid.. p. 204 
^Robert Staweli Sail prefaced these stansas with the following statement: "Intel¬ 
ligence may also have a heme among those spheres no less than on the earth. There 
are globes greater hod globes less - atmospheres greater and atmospheres less. 
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In 11 Love and Duty” and "The Golden Tear, ” Tennyson explained that the sun, 
the earth, the moon and other bodies whirl through space according to a 
definite plan. The former poem presented this idea: 
The Sun will run his orbit, and the Moon 
Her circle. 
The latter poea gave the following account of the motion of the solar system 
toward Hercules: 
The sun flies forvîard to his brother sun; ^ 
The dark earth follows wheel*d in her ellipse. 
In "Love and Duty", Tennyson referred to the brevity of nights at the summer 
solstice: 
Nov; the dark was worn, ana overhead 
The lights of sunset and of sunrise mix*d 
In that brief night, the summer night, that paused 
Among her stars to hear us. 
The 1842 poems show that Tennyson probably haa seen the stars that were vis- 
O 
ible from southern latitudes'” where there were, as "Loeksley Hall" set forth 
Larger constellations burning, mellow moons ana happy skies. 
"The Voyage" gave the following record of how stars appeared in the heaven 
as one sails from northern latitudes to southern latitudes: 
New stars all night above the brim 
Of waters lighten1a into view; 
They climB’d as quickly, for the^rim 
Changed every mom -nt as we flew.® 
The truest philosophy on this subject is crystallised in the language of Tenny¬ 
son." Robert Stare LI Ball, op. cit«. p. 80, 
^According to Robert Sta ell Ball, William Herschel, with whose astronomical 
work Tennyson was acquainted in early boyhood, was the first to discover that 
"our sua aad the splendid retinue by ?.hich it is attended are moving in space. 
He not only discovered this, but he ascertained the direction in which the 
system wa moving as well a the velocity with which that movement was per¬ 
formed. He has shown that the sun and his syfcfcaa is now rapidly hastening 
toward a certain point of the constellation Hercules." Ibid.. p. 429. 
o 
Tennyson probably gained his knowledge of the appearance of the heavens from 
southern latitudes during his trip to the Pyrenees with Arthur Ha 11am in the 
summer of 1830. 
g 
Norman Loekyer explained this passage as follows: "Whan we pass or travel from 
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Of the stars of the more southerly constellations, the poet particularly ob¬ 
served Orion, the Pleiads, and the Shades. Orion and tfadPleiads sere mentioned 
/ 
in "Locksley Hall": 
Many a night from yonder ivied casement, 
ere I went to rest, 
Did I look on great Orion sloping slowly 
to the west. 
Many a night I saw the Pleiads, rising thro1 
the mellow shade, 
Glitter like a swarm of fireflies tangled 
in a silver braid.1 
Certain characteristics of the Blades were suggested in “Ulysses*: 
All times I have enjoy*d 
Greatly, have suffer'd greatly, both with those 
That loved ms and alone; on shore, and when 
Thro* scudding drifts the rainy Blades 
Vext the dim sea.2 
northern latitudes to southern ones, the southern stars gradually rise into 
visibility above the southern horizon; when they are all revealed the sight is 
more majestic than when only the northern stars are viewed." Norman Lockyer, 
op. cit.. pp. 38-59. 
^Florence Armstrong Grondai expressed this opinion about these stanzas: "Poets 
in all lands have sung the praises of the Pleiad stars. Probably the most quot¬ 
ed are those from Tennyson1s "Lockaley Hall." These are so truly beautiful that 
one almost involuntarily repeats them whenever the huge giant Orion or this love¬ 
ly star group comes into view." Florence Armstrong Grondai, The Music of the 
Spheres. New York, 1926. pp. 190-191, 
Concerning the last line of these same stanzas, Garret P, Serviss has 
said: "The descriptive truth of Tennyson's line about the Pleiades, when he says 
that they 
Glitter like a swarm of fireflies tangled in a silver braid, 
impresses everybody who has ever seen them," Garrett P. Servis», op. cit., p. 24. 
^Florence Armstrong Grondai refers to Tennyson's accuracy in this interesting ex¬ 
planation of the source of popular feeling regarding the Hyades: "During an¬ 
cient times there was a certain amount of ill-feeling directed toward the hyades, 
just as in the case of the 'mad stars* in Auriga, for it was thought that since 
this group of stars rose in November when the storsy weather usually began they 
exerted an unsettling influencé on the atmosphere, which caused rain. The word 
itself is derived from the Greek wcard meaning rain. 
Thro* scudding drifts the rainy Hyades 
Vext the dim sea. (Tennyson). 
In April when the Hyades set they also 'Vext the dim sea* so by watching these 
stars the ancients were forewarned when the stormy weather and rain was at hand." 
Florence Armstrong Grondai, op. cit.. pp. 184-185. 
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It is clear# therefore# that Tennyson used other phases of scienae be¬ 
sides evolution in Bullish Idylls and Other Pooms (1842)» His use of the facte 
and theories of science «exe such tliat scientists like Lookyer, Balms, Grondai, 
Servies, and Spencer cited passages from his peoaxs for their value as science. 
He had, therefore, established himself as an eminent poot of science in the~1842 
volume. With these poena, moreover, Tennyson took his place as the loading pool 
of his ago in England. "It «as in this volume,” A. C. liens on has written, "that 
he came home to the heart of the nation* he passed from the exercise of pure im¬ 
agination into the region of humanity, of domestic and national emotion.** 
Between the publication of English Idylls and Other Poses in 1842 and 
the publication of The Princess in 1847, Tennyson continued to live with his 
mother and sisters at Baxley, near Maidstone in Kant. Within this period, he was 
persuaded to invest all of his money, including a sum which he acquired by the 
sale of personal property at Grasby in Lincolnshire, mid considerable money be¬ 
longing to his brothers and sisters, in a wood-carving machine. The venture failoc 
and Tennyson, realizing that he was left penniless, became so eosçletely depressed 
that it was necessary for him to take treatment for hypochondria. "I have drunk," 
A. C. Benson has quoted the poet as writing after the ©f the wood-carving 
machine, "one oi those most bitter draughts out of the cup of life, which go 
near to mate men hat© the world they move in."^ And again: ’^«hat with ruin in 
the distance and hypochondria in the foreground, God help alU',s Tho condition 
of absolute indigence to which the poet was reduced cauced his friends, at the 
suggestion of Henry Hal lam, to take steps in his behalf, raid in 1845 - largely 
through tho influence of Thomas Carlyle, henry hallssa, and Richard Milne s. Lord 
Houghton - Sir Robert Feci was induced to of for Tennyson a pension of ii 200 a 
year, which, after sonss roluotnace, he accepted. Gradually Tennyson regained 
his health, and in 1846 he was diligently at work on The Princess (1847). 
f 
*A. C.Benson, Tennyson, London, jl908), p. 25. 
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In the autumn of 1846, he visited Switzerland, During this period Tennyson’s 
interest in science was not on the wane, as The Princess (1847) and In Mémorisa 
(lS50), by their use of the facts and theories of science amply prove. He also 
kept up an interest in scientific books, ana in November 1344 he wrote to Edward 
Moxon, his publisher, for a copy of Hobart Chambers1 sVe -tiges of the Natural 
History of Creation (1844): "I want you to get me a book which I sec advertised 
in the Examin. r : it seems to contain many speculations with which I have been 
familiar for years, and on which I have «Titten more than one poem*nx It must 
not be forgotten that Chambers'shook did a great deal toward popularizing evo¬ 
lutionary theories with which Tennyson had been familial1 from childhood. 
B. The Princess 
In 1847, Tennyson published The Princess, a romantic story which has 
for its theme the idea of a university for women. Whether or not the poet suc¬ 
ceeded In justifying his views on female education does not fall within the 
scope of this study. The Princess will be considered with a view to discover 
Tennyson's knowledge of science, with particular emphasis on the idea of evolu¬ 
tion. 
The Princess, in spite of its medi oval setting and story, is a nine¬ 
teenth century poem in its ideas. In the prologue, Tennyson described the fes¬ 
tival of the Maidstone Mechanics' Institute, which was held in the Park of the 
Lushingtons on July 6, 1842. He stressed the idea that the patient leaders of 
the Mechanics' Institute taught the holiday-makers practical science in hydraul¬ 
ics, telescopy, electricity, ballooning, ana telegraphy. Thus sport "went hand 
in hand with science." We must also remember that the natural sciences consti¬ 
tuted the favorite study of the Princess, and that, in her university, were 
taught all the established sciences except anatomy, which was excluded because 
of the horrors of dissection. When Prince Arae and his companions, in disguise, 
^Hallam Tennyson, op. cit., I, pp. 222-223. 
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studied in the university they 
Dipt in aJJL 
That treats of whatsoever is, the state, 
The total chronicles of man, the mind, 
The morals, som; tiling of the frame, the rock, 
The star, the bird, the fish, the shell, the flower, 
Electric, cheraic laws, and all the rest, 
And whatsoever can be taught ana knom... 
jTheyl issued gorged with knowledge. 
This passage proves that science was an important subject of study in Prinee3S 
Ida’s university. Moreover, the Princess prophesied that, in the future, women 
as well as men would 
Souna the abyss 
Of science and the secrets of the mind. 
The idea of evolution does n t hold an important place in The Princess. 
There is, however, a passage which is important as a summary of Laplace's nebular 
hypothesis and of the evolution of man on this planet. This passage, anticipated 
in "The Palace of Art" (1833), as previously noted, is as follows: 
The world was once a fluid haze of light 
Till toward the centre 3et the starry tides, 
And eddied into suns, that wheeling cast 
The planets; than the monster, then the man; 
Tatboo'd or woaded, winter-clad in skins, 
Raw from the prime, and crushing down his mate, 
As yet ®e find in barbarous isles, and h re 
Among the lowest. 
Concerning this passage, W. J. Rolfe, editor of the Cambridge edition of Tennyson's 
works, says: "It would be impossible to summarize the nebular hypothesis more 
concisely or precisely than the poet has done it h re.It Is clear that Tenny¬ 
son had diligently studied the cosmogony of Laplace because, in The Princess.he 
called the sun a nebulou-.- star: 
There sinks the nebulous star we call the sun. 
If that hypothesis of theirs be sound. 
The only lines in the poem significant for organic evolution are those that 
occur in the passage just cited as a summary of the Laplacean hypothesis. There 
the poet suggested the theory of the 'survival of the fittest' in his conception 
■^Alfred Tennyson, op. cit., p. 815. 
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of man, 
Baw fro» the prime, and crushing down his sate. 
The only part of Tbs Princess dealing with inorganic evolution, except the neb¬ 
ular hypothesis of Laplace is the old idea of tbs wearing away of the land by 
the sea, which appeared previously in "Tirabuctoo" (1829) and "The Golden Year " 
(1842)t 
I kne w 
No rock so hard but that a little wave 
May beat admission in a thousand years. 
Other branches of science were treated more fully in the poem. As a 
student of biology, to begin with, Tennyson' was interested in the influence of 
the Scandinavian climate upon the human individual: 
A Prince I was, blue-eyed, aac fair in face 
Of temper anourous as the first of May, 
With lengths of yello-.v ringlets, like a girl, 
For on ray cradle shone the Nor therms tar. 
I 
He also know that prehistoric monsters had been foum encased in ice: 
I would the old god of war himself were dead, 
Forgotten, rusting on his iron hills, 
Rotting on some wild shore with riba of wreck, 
Or’ like fin old-world mammoth bulk’d in ice, 
Not to be molten out,*- 
He was also acquainted with the hibernation of bats: 
Would this same mock-love, ana this 
Mock Eym.n were laid up like winter bats* 
That the poet knew that seals are attracted by music is clearly shown in the 
following statement of Prince .ferae to Princess Ida: 
I cannoti cease to follow you, as they say 
The seal does music. 
^Norman Loekyer, op, cit«« p. 55, Lockyer says that "blue eyes and yellow hair 
indicate an origin in Scandinavia.w 
2 
As early as 1815, it had been discovered that the carcasses of "old world mam¬ 
moths” were bulked in the ice. One of the most interesting cases of such a dis¬ 
covery is cited by M. Cuvier* "In the year 1795, a Tungusian fisherman observed 
a strange shapeless mass projecting from an ice-bank, hear the mouth of a river 
in the north of Siberia, the nature of which he did n-1 understand, and which was 
so high in the bank as to be beyond his reach.... Towards the end of the follow- 
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Tennyson derived a simile from botany to describe the delay of the Princess in 
falling; in love: 
Why lingereth she to clothe hr heart with love, 
Delaying as the tender ash delays 
To clothe herself* when all the woods are green?1 
Not only was Tennyson conce nsd with biology in The PrinceSK: he was 
also concern d with physical science, especially geology and astronomy. In geol¬ 
ogy Princess Ida was deeply interested and, on one afternoon, 
Bode to take 
The dip of certain strata to the north. 
Further evidence of geological interest and knowledge on the part of Cyril, Psyche, 
Florian, Melissa, Prince Arac, and Princess Ida is shown in the following account 
of Prince Aracj 
Ana then se turn'd, we wound 
About the cliffs, the copses, out and in, 
Hammering and clinking, chattering stony names 
Of shale and hornblende, rag and trap and tuff, 
Amygdaloid and. trachyte. 
In the following line of the prologue, according to dir 
testimony of the rocks.' regarding these ^biological and 
as regards former types of living things and changes of 
Huge Ammonites, ana the first hoses of time. 
Tennyson's knowledge of oceanographic geology is shown in the following reference 
to St. Elmo's Fire, a phenomenon produced by electricity: 
Norman Lockyer, "'The 
physical^ changes both 
2 
level is indicated": 
Ing summer, 1801, he could see distinctly that it was the frozen carcase of an 
enormous animal, the entire flank of which ana. one of its tusks had become dis¬ 
engaged from the ice." M. Cuvier, OP. cit.. pp. 258-259. 
^In (connection with these lines, Sir Norman Lockyer has quoted from Edward Holme's 
Wild Fruits of the Country Side: "The foliage of the ash is of a light and bright 
green that often causes a very pleasant contrast with the surrounding trees.... 
The leaves of the ash have two great drawbacks: they appear late, and they dis¬ 
appear so soon! The tree is rarely in leaf before June, and at the first touch 
of frost, no matter how early, the foliage falls rapidly." Norman Lockyer, op. 
cit., p. 184. 
2Ibid., p. 24. 
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They haled us to the Princess where she sat 
High in the hall; above her dropp,d a lamp, 
And made the single jewel on her brow 
Bum like a mystic fire on a mast-head, 
Prophet of storm. 
In one of the lyrics of The Princess. Tennyson mentioned the influence 
of the moon upon tidal action» 
Ask ne no moret the moon may draw the sea. 
In the fdlcvlng passage, he used the midnight nun in a simile» 
I was one 
To vrhom the touch of all mischance but came 
As night to him that sitting on a hill 
Sees the midsummer, midnight, Norway sun 
Set into sunrise.1 
In the seventh part of The Princess. Prince Arac remarked that he believed that 
there would nevor be another soman like Princess Ida 
2 
Till the sun drop, dead, from the signs. 
The slow movement of the stars of the Bear constellations was noted as follows» 
I paced the terrace, till the Bear had wheel*d 
Thro* a great arc his seven slow suns«c 
Tennyoon drew admirable similes from astronomy to describe the charge of Arac and 
his men» 
The midmost and the highest 
Was Arac; all about his motion clung 
The shadow of his sister, as ‘che beam 
Of the East, that play*d upon them, made them glance 
PP» 46—47. Sir Norman Lockyer explains the phenomenon noticed by Tennyson» 
“At the b ginning of spring at the North Pole the sun begins to rise after a six 
month*a night, and, the northern regions by the earth*a rolling movement are 
brought out of the shadow into sunlight, the dome of which deepens till midsummer 
is reached....At the summer Solstice....even at midnight the sun remains above 
the horizon. ** 
O 
Jbid., p, 46. Sir Norman Lockyer explains this line as follows* "While the earth 
is thus traversing its four- seasons, the sun is pursuing its annual apparent path 
along the signs of the Zodiac, the signs having been named after the constellation! 
through which the ecliptic - the sun*s path - passée** 
5Ibid., p. 53. SÜ Norman Lockyer commends Tennyson for using the adjective "slot?,1 
to describe the movement of the stars of the constellations of the Great and Little 
Bear* “The celestial movement of the stars visible in Britain around the North 
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Like those three stars of the airy Giant's zone, 
That glitter burnish'd by the frosty dark; 
And as the fi ry Sirius alters hue,^ 
And bick rs into red and emerald, shone 
Their morions, wash'd with morning, as they came.*2 
Although its references to the idea of evolution are limited, The Princess is a 
significant poem for Tennyson's inhere t in other branches of science. 
While The Princess was being written, the Tennysans moved from Boxley, 
near- Maidst ne, to Bellevue House in St. James Square, Cheltenham. The poet 
continued his frequent visits to London and to other interesting places in Eng¬ 
land. While in London he saw Thackei'ay, Coventry Patmore, Browning, Macready 
and some older friends, but his purpose was to avoid 'society.* During a trip 
to Plymouth in July 1348, Tennyson visited the uncle of a Mias Bundle. This 
lady, as the following remarks from her diary show, was greatly impressed by 
the po t's knowledge of science: "Then he ^Tennyson] turned to Geology, Weald 
of Tent, Delta of a great river flowing from as far as Newfoundland. 'Conceive,' 
he said, 'what an era of the world that mu.-.t have been, great Hoards, marshes, 
gigantic ferns} ' Fancied, standing by a railway at night, the engine must be 
like s- me great Ichthyosaurus. I replied hos beautiful Hugh Miller's descrip¬ 
tions off that time are: he thought so too....Next morning (Tuesday, July 25th) 
Pole in ever increasing circles, and therefore with greater ’apparent veloci¬ 
ties, as their distance from the pole increases, was so present in the poet's 
mini that he tells the whole story in one adjective." 
^W, J. Rolfe has quoted Dawson, who in turn has quoted Proctor's Myths and 
Marvel., of Astronomy to show the accuracy of the poet's reference to Sirius: 
"Every bright star when close to the horizon shows these colors, and so much 
the more distinctly as the star is the brighter. Sirius, which surpasses the 
brightest stars of the northern hemishpere full four times in lustre, shows 
these changes of color so conspicuously that they were regarded as specially 
characteristic of this star, insomuch that Homer speaks of Sirius (not by 
name, but as the 'Star of Autumn')shining so t beautifully 'when laved of 
ocean's wave,' - that is, when elo e to the horizon." Alfred Tennyson, oef*cit.. 
p. 820. 
2 
According to W, J. Rolfe, Dawson adas: "The expression 'laved of ocean's wave' 
explains the 'washed with morning' of our poet. The glitter of the early morn¬ 
ing sun on the bright helmets of the brothers, and the glance of light upon 
their armour as they rode, are vividly realized in this beautiful simile." Ibid.. 
p. 820. 
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Sr. Tennyson came again: he talked about lower organisms feeling lees pain 
than higher, but would not fish: could not comprehend the feeling of animals 
with ganglia, little scattered knots of nerves and no Inrain} spoke of wonuer- 
fal variety of forms of life, instinct of plants, etc., tola the story of a 
♦Brahsdn destroying a microscope because it 3howed him animals killing each 
other in a drop of water;' ‘significant, as if we coula destroy facts by re¬ 
fusing to see thera.*"^ 
C. In Memorials 
In February 1850, Tennyson lost the manuscript of In Meaorian in 
the cupboard of lodgings in Morning ton Place, Hampstead Road. Luckily Coven¬ 
try Patmore was able to recover the poem, and in May I860 In Mémorisa was 
published anonymously. The identity of its author was, however, soon dis¬ 
covered. After its publication, according to Ealiam Tennyson, "Scientific 
leaders like Herschel, Owen, Sedgwiek and Tyndall regarded him as a cmaapion 
of Science, and cheered him with words of genuine admiration for his love of 
Kature, for the eagerness with which he welcomed all the latest scientific dis¬ 
coveries, and for his trust in truth.It might be said in passing that re¬ 
ligious leaders, like F. 0. Maurice and Frederick Robertson also heartily ap¬ 
proved of the poem. Robertson,according to Ballara Tennyson, said: "To my 
mind and heart the yist satisfactory things that have been ever said cm the 
future state are contained in this poem.*0 
In In Memorial. Tennyson recorded his recognition of the tremendous 
scientific discoveries of the age: 
Science reaches forth her aims 
To feel from world to world, and chains 
Her secret from the latest moon.4 
^Hallam Tennyson, Ibid., I, pp. 277-2318. 
2Ibid.r I, pp. 298-299. 
I* P. 298. 
*"Mr. Jacobs," according to W. J. Rolfe, editor of the Cambridge edition of 
Tennyson’s works, "thinks that this must allude to the discovery of the satel- 
He felt that men would gain more and more knowledge during future ages, and 
f ox*e saw 
In the fountain fresh 
All knowledge that the sons of flesh 
Shall gather in the cycled times. 
In spite of his enthusiasm for the progress of science, his faith was often 
shaken by materialistic and pragmatic doctrines. As in ”Locksley Hall” (1842), 
he endeavored to reconcile science and religion partly by ranking wisdom above 
knowledge : 
Let her [Knoviledge] know her place; 
She is the second, not the first. 
He expressed the belief, as in ”Love and Duty” (1842), that knowledge would 
finally grow into wisdom: 
Let knowledge grow from more to more 
But more of reverence in us dwell; 
That mind and soul, according well 
May make one music as before 
But vaster. 
Vshen Tennyson accepted the supremacy of wisdom over knowledge, the unorthodox 
teachings and implications of science were immatexial to him: 
Let Science prove we are, and then 
What matters Science unto men, 
At least to me? I would not stay, 
Tennyson also used organic evolution as subject matter for some of 
the elegies of In Memorials. As in The Princeos (1847), he restated La place*s 
nebular hypothesis and concept of the coming of man: 
They say 
The solid earth whereon we tread 
In tracts of fluent heat began, 
And grew to seeming random forms, 
The seeming prey of cyclic storms 
Till at the last arose the man; 
lite of Neptune in 1846, and that this part of this poem was therefore writ¬ 
ten very late; but the r f rence to ac.tr nomical discoveries may be less 
specific.” Alfred Tennyson, op. elt.. p. 826. 
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îîho throve and branch’d from clime to clime 
The herald of a higher race. 
Tennyson saw that there was evidence of the evolution of mankind fr-.m lower 
forms of animal life, and urged the human race to move upward and, in the 
process, to lose the characteristics of the boast: 
Arise and fly 
The reeling Faun, the sensual feast, 
Move upward, working out the beast, 
And let the ape and tiger die, 
Tennyson found that the evolutionary processes of organic nature did not ap¬ 
pear to be divinely ordered because organic nature seemed to care only for 
the) type, not for the individual: 
Are God and Sature then at strife, 
That Sature lends such evil dreams? 
So careful of the t.ype she seems, 
So careless of th single life. 
That I, considering everywhere 
Her secret meaning in her deeds, 
Ana finding that of fifty seeds 
She often brings but one to bear, 
I falter where I firmly trod. 
The idea that the type was far more permanent than the individual had previ¬ 
ously been stated in “The Two Voices" (1842). Probably while rearing Letter 45 
of Genancour’s Oheémsnn (1804), Tennyson discovered that, according to the 
record of geology, even the type has a bri f lifetime: 
’So careful of the type?' but no, 
From scarped cliff anti quarried stone 
She cries, ’A thousand types are gone; 
I care for nothing, all shall go*-*- 
^The elegi-.s in which Tennyson laments nature's disregard for individuals and 
types, according to Arthur Turnbull, are founded on the following passage 
from Genancour’s Qberaann (1804): "General laws are no doubt very grand laws, 
and I should willingly immolate at their shrine a year of my life, say two 
or ev n ten years, but ray entire being is too much; it may be nothing to Ma¬ 
ture, but it is all to me....These laws of the type, this care of the species, 
this carelessness of individuals, this hurry of existence is very hard for us 
?.’ho are individuals. I admire that providence which chisels ev rything on the 
largo scale; but ah me, how is man toppled do n amidst the chips, an! how We 
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Nature, then, cared neither for the type nor for the individual and 
Red in tooth ana claw 
With ravine, shriek’d against his creed. 
Tennyson's creed weakened befoxe the signs of the carelessness of Nature, 
and he turned to God for aid: 
Be near me when ray faith is dry 
Ana men the flies of latter spring. 
That lay their eggs and sting and sing 
And weave their petty cells and die. 
In the end, however, he always regained faith, trusted again that good would 
be the final goal of ill, and relied completely on what he felt to be Lord of 
all. In Memoriaia. to .sum up the main line of argument, made significant use 
of theories of organic evolution, especially those found in the writings of 
Laplace and Senancour. 
In Msmoriam also contain d facts and hypotheses of inorganic evolu¬ 
tion. In the study of the use of organic evolution in this poem, ref rences 
were made to Tennyson’s summary of Laplace’s nebular hypothesis of the origin 
and development of the world. The poet considered the evolution of the earth's 
surface as well as the Laplacean concept of the history of the universe and, 
on one occasion, while meditating on the. unending cycles of time, he wrote; 
There rolls the deep winre grew the tree. 
0 earth, what changes hast thou seen! 
There where the long street roars hath been 
The stillness of the central sea. 
The hills are shadows, ana they flow 
From form to form, ana nothing stands; 
They melt like mist, the solid lands, 
Like clouds they shape themselves and go. 
cling to the belief that we are something!” Arthur Turnbull, Life and Writings 
of Alfred Lord Tennyson, New York, 1814, p. 88. 
■^Norman Lockyor, op. cit.. p. 188. Lockyer believed that the flies referred to 
in this stanza are classified under the head, Stomoxys ealcitrans. He wrote 
as follows; "The stinging fly, Stomoxys ealcitrans, which much resembles the 
common house-fly, appears late in the summer, and comes into houses in damp 
weather." 
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These stanzas show that Tennyson believed that the sea has, at one period or 
another, covered all oar plains, and that the hills aie insubstantial before 
the destructive operations of nature. T. Watts has said that the poet was 
inspired to write these stanzas by reading Lyell’s Principles of Geology (1850- 
1853), and has commended Tennyson’s use of the LyeIlian teaching as follows: 
"That a poet should have read a moaning into a great geologist’s treatise, the 
true meaning which the geologist who wrote the book failed to read, is quite 
as marvellous as the case of Goethe [the fourth po-t of evolution! where the 
poet gave the biologists lessons in their own science.After this compliment, 
T. Watts prefaced the stanzas just quoted with the following statement, showing 
that Tennyson, in his poetry, anticipates the scientific theories of Darwin 
and Wallace: "Of these light-gathering trees in pure literature there were one 
or two, but in poetry there was, among the poets who had maae the mark, Tenny¬ 
son alone. It was not till 1858 that the son finally broke through the mist, 
the sun proclaim d by Darwin and by Wallace. Meantime, however, In Mem or lam 
had appeared .... Tennyson confronted evolution before even Darwin and Wallace 
had spoken, nay, even before that famous note to Spencer’s Westminister Review 
essay, 'The Social Organism,’ which seems to have been the bud of so magical 
a blossom, he had sturdy views of his own upon it."*' Doubtless T. Watts is 
correct in his statement that Tennyson faced evolution before Wallace and Car- 
win gave their doctrines to the world. He seems to en*, however, in his opin¬ 
ion that Lyell’s Principles of Geology (1850-1853) furnished the inspiration 
for the two stanzas beginning "There rolls the deep where grew the tree," It 
seems to be very probable that he was inspired to write the >e lines by the 
earlier work of M. CuvieSPf with whose work Tennyson was acquainted from boyhood. 
^T. Watts, op. cit.. p. 667. 
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Cuvier wrote a® folio»® in ISloi "Thua the various catastrophes of our planet 
have not only caused the different parts of our c-ntinont to rise by degrees 
fro® the basin of the sea, but it has also frequently happened, that lands 
which h&a been laid dry have been again covered by watf-r, in consequence 
either of the, e lands sinking loan bolow the level of the* sea, or of the sea 
being raised above the level of the lands,** It is clear that the stanzas 
beginning "There rolls the deep where gre* the tree" my have been inspired 
by this passage. In addition it is well to note that the.a stanzas are closely 
akin to "The CbortJis* (1325î), "Tiabuetoo" (1829), "Life" (1823-1350), and 
■Looksley Hall* (1342) in th< ir u: a of tbs iaea of geological evolution* In 
another stanza of ,1a ISemorlasu Toney;; a rtf? xred to the s&ma kind of geologi¬ 
cal evolution a3 in the foraging stanzas, 
The soanings of the homeless sea, 
The sound of streaas that swift or slow 
Draw dosa Aeaoniaa hills, and sow 
The dust of continente ' to" be. 
It is clear that T> nny n was a post of orgenie and inorganic ev lueion in 
ISL Megioriaa* anti that he sa® the continuity of the evolutionary prseer sea, 
both in the formation and in the development of the planet and of the human 
race. In In Memorial»« Tennyson, as Andres Lang has discovered, anticipated 
the ideas of noted evolutionists like Huxley, Darwin, ana Tyndalls "When 
Tennyson wrote the parts of In Sfessoolaa. which deal with science, nobody be¬ 
yond their families ana friends had heard of Huxley, Darwin, sad Tyndall, 
Thoy had not developed, such lass bad they published, their «general ideas.* 
fvm in his Journal of the Cruise of tho Bea&le Darein*S ideas »er© religious, 
2 
and be naïvely admired the works of God.* Andre» Long has culled attention 
to the fact that T«aHnysg®*8 In ifcaorl&gi, in the stateaent of certain evolu¬ 
tionary ideas, anticipated Chambers *ei V^tlgoo of the.- Creation (1844) and 
Cuvi ;r, o , cit.* p. 14, 
2 
Andrew Lang, ftp, cit.* p. 65. 
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Darwin's Origin of Species (1859): "It is to be observed that the 'section 
about evolution* «as written some years before 1844, when the ingenious hypo¬ 
theses of Robert Chambers, in Vestiges of Creation, were given to the world, 
and caused a good deal of talk. Ten years, again, aft r In Mémorisa, came 
Darwin's Origin of Species. These dates are worth observing."* Andrew Tang 
also paid the following tribute to Tennyson: "The poetic and philosophic 
originality of Tennyson thus faced the popular inferences^ to the effect 
of the doctrine of evolution upon religious beliefs long before the world 
O 
was moved in all its deeps by Darwin's Origin of bpe-eies. 
Besides treating a number of the discoveries ana theories of evolu¬ 
tion in In Memorial»« Tennyson made use of other scientific facts and concepts, 
especially in the field of physical science, which are not closely related to 
the themeof evolution but which deserve mention in this study. As a student of 
oceanographic geology, the poet observed that the tide moved into the Severn, 
quieting the babbling Bye: 
There twice a day the Severn fills; 
The salt sea-water passes by, 
And hushes half the babbling Wye, 
And makes a silence in the hills. 
In connection with this stanza, Tennyson wrote: "Taken from ray own observa¬ 
tion - the rapids of the Bye are stilled by the incoming sea."3 This observa¬ 
tion proves that Tennyson had the scientific spirit and was watchful for in¬ 
teresting natural phenomena. 
An interest in physics was also shown in In Memoriam. According to 
W. J. Rolfe, the poet allucied "to the effect of atmospheric refraction in mak¬ 
ing objects appear above the horizon when they are actually below it;n<i 
*Ibid.. p. 61. 
^Ibid.. p. 63. 
g 
Norman Lockyer, OP. eit., p. 197. 
4 
Alfred Tennyson, OP. cit., p. 829. 
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They might not seem thy prophecies, 
But spiritual presentiments, 
And such refraction of events 
As often rises ere they risei 
In another instance, Tennyson went to experimental physics for a metaphor 
to express his griefs 
Break, thou deep vase of chilling tears, 
That grief hath shaken into frostÎ 
To appreciate this figure of speech, as Sir Alfred Lyall has pointed out, 
”v,e have to under stand that at a certain low temperature water, if shaken, 
will expand into ice and break the vessel that contains it; and so a heart 
that is benumbed with grief will be rent if it i3 agitated by a too painful 
recollection*n-^ 
Tennyson's knowledge of astronomy, too, appeared in In Mrmoriam. 
In one stanza, Tennyson referred to Venus as the morning ana evening star: 
Sweet He,3per - Phosphor, double name 
For what is one, the first, the last.. 
Thou, like my pres nt and my past, 
Thy place is changed; thou art the same. 
Norman Lockyer comments on this stanza as follows:. "It is little to be won¬ 
dered at that among the planets Venus takes flirt place in the poet's mind, 
$hen in certain positions it is the brightest of all the sters .... Nor is 
this all: as its orbit round the sun is within that of the earth and next to 
it, it appears as a morning or evening star as it is west or east of the sun. 
As a morning star it has been nam d Phosphor or Lucifer, as an evening one 
Hesper.” in another instance, Tennyson, as he himself explained, referred 
!,to the evolution of the planet (Venus]] from the sun, according to the neb- 
Z 
ular hypothesis of Laplace;” 
The crimson-circled star 
Had fallen into her father's ferave. 
Alfred Lyall, Tennyson. London, 1950. p. 185. 
p 
'Norman Lockyer, OP. cit.. p, 75. 
g 
Alfred Tennyson, OP* cit«f p. 829 * 
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He also noticed the movement of the Little Bear around the polar star: 
The brook shall babble down the plain, 
At noon or when the Lesser ftain 
Is twisting round the polar star. 
Tennyson knew, moreover, of sun-spots: 
The very source and fount of day 
Is dash'd with wandering isles of night. 
Tennyson, to sum up, made use of other phases of science besides evolution 
in In M moxiam. From the standpoint of the wealth of scientific facts and 
allusions contained in it, In Mémorisa is the most important of all Tennyson's 
poems for the purposes of this study. 
In Memorlam was first published in ’toy, 1850. On June 13, 1850, 
Tennyson was married to Emily Sarah Sellwood (1815-1896). On November 19, 
1850, Queen Victoria appointed Tennyson poet laureate to succeed William 
Wordsworth (1770-1850). The Tennysons first established themselves at Warning- 
lid, in Sussex, but later took up their abode at Chapel House, Montpelier Row, 
Twickenham. On April 20, 1851, their first child was born dead. In the sum¬ 
mer of 1851, they left for a tour In Italy. In August 1852, Hallam Tennyson, 
eldest son and second Lord Tennyson, who Is also the biographer of his father, 
was born at Twickenham. 
In November 1852, a few days after the death of the Duke of Well¬ 
ington, Tennyson wrote the ’’Ode on the Death of the Duke of Wellington", which 
is importent to this study because of the knowledge of science, particularly 
of evolution, that it contains* In this poem Tennyson again drew from his 
knowledge of geological evolution, which had been treated in the "Chorus" 
(1323?), "Tirabuetoo" (1829) "Life" (1828-1830) and In Memoriam (1850): 
Tho* the Giant Ages heave the hill 
And break the shore, ani evermore 
Make and break, and work their will. 
In addition to noting inorganic evolution, Tennyson, as in "Tlmbuctoo" (1829) 
and "The Two Voices" (1842), expressed his belief In a multitude of worlds 
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inhabited with living creatures* 
Tho ' world on world in myriad myriads roll 
Round us, each with different powers, 
And other forms of life than ours, 
What know we greater than the soul? 
In the year following the publication of the "Ode on the Death of 
the Duke of Wellington" (185^), Tennyson left Tv.icrenham and entered into pos¬ 
session of a little house and farm called Farringford, near Freshwater, in 
the Isle of Wight. This was the poet's home until 1867, when ho purchase the 
estate of Aldworth in Sussex, whore h« resided for the remainder of his life, 
except for annual visits to Farringford. The pot's interest in science did 
not diminish during these years, as the following comment by his son Hallam 
showst "Tho primroses and snowdrops and other flowers were a constant delight, 
and he began a flower dictionary. He also bought spy-glasses through which he 
might watch ohe ways and movements of the birds in the ilexes, cedar and fir 
trees. Geology too he took up, and trudged out with the local geologist, Keep¬ 
ing, on many a long expedition."^* Moreover, Tennyson continu- d his visits to 
the centers of scientific interest in London, particularly to the Zoological 
Gardens ana to the new Crystal Palace; at the latter place, he "was much 
2 
pleased with the Pompeian house and with the Igmnddons ana Ichthyosaurs." 
In 1854, Tennyson published "The Charge of the Light Brigade" ana, 
in March of the same year, Lionel Tennyson was bora. From thrs time to the 
publication of "Maud " (1855), Tennyson continued his interest in science, 
particularly in astronomy. In 1854, as hie son has said, Tennyson carefully 
studied ’Ahe well's plurality of Worlds (1854),*■* nhich presented arguments against 
the poet's idea of the probability of plan tary life. Kallas Tennyson has 
quoted his father as expressing his disapproval of Shewell'o essay in the fol¬ 
lowing words* "It is to me anything but. a satisfactory book. It is incon- 
■‘"BhLlam Tennyson, oo. ciu.. I, p. 566. 
'-jÇfaid.. I, p. 576. 
SIbid.. I, p. 379. 
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eeiv&ble that the whole Universe was merely created for us who live in this 
third-rate planet of a third-rate sun.”1 In April 1055, Tennyson wrote his 
wife as follows frm Bonchurch: "If I stop another day here, I may have a 
chance of seeing double stars thro’ a telescope of Dr. Mann’s, a very clever 
interesting doctor with who® I spent two hours this morning. He showed me 
things thro* hia mier scope."*' On the night of June 7, 1855, the poet and 
his wife, while in the company of Professors Johnson and Adams at Oxford, 
"look d at the Nehulae in Cassiopeia through the' big telescope, the Ring 
Nebula in Lyra and also some double stars." It is clear, therefore, that 
the poet’s interest in science continued steadily from the.first appearance 
of In Memorjam in 1850 to that of Maud and 0th r Poems in 1855, 
D. Maud and Other Poems. 
Mauc ana Other Poems was published in July 1855, just as Tennyson 
had the degree of D. C. L. Conferred upon him by Oxford University. "Maud", 
the title poem of the volume, is - like In Memorjam (l350)and The Princess(1847) 
an important poem in its revelation of Tennyson’s interest in science and in 
evolution. In "Mauaiit Tennyson compares the development of the baby in the 
womb to the organic evolution of man through the ages: 
As nine months go to the shading an 
infant ripe for his birth, 
Go many a million of ages have gone 
to the making of man: 
He now is first but is he the last? 
The poet, according to Haliam, believed that man is "the herald of a higher 
race," and, in this connection, said: "No, mankind is as yet on one of the 
lowest rungs of the ladder, although every man has and. ha3 had fr.m everlast¬ 
ing his true and perfect being in the Divine Consciousness."4 
XIbid.. I» P. 579. 
2Ibid.. I, PP . 585-384. 
3IfeidJt, I, P. 535. 
4Ibiu., I* P. OfiA. • 
The theories of 
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the struggle for existence and the survival of the fittest, which bad been 
considered in The Prince 1.0 (1847) and in In Memoriaa (i860), were further 
treated in "Maud." In one instance the hero of "Maud” states that mankind 
is a 
Weak race of venomous worms 
That sting each other here in the dusti 
In another instance, the hero of the poem utter-3 Tennyson's old doctrine of 
nature "red in tooth and claw*: 
For nature is one with rapine, a harm 
no preacher can he&lj 
The mayfly is torn by the swallow, the 
sparrow spear'd by the shrike, 
And the whole little world where I sit is 
a world of plunder and prey. 
On the oth r hand, Tennyson did not treat at any length the idea of inorganic 
evolution in “Maud". 
Passages may be f-und in "Maud”, which while showing Tennyson's in¬ 
terest in science, may not be included under the head of evolution. One of the 
finest examples is the admirable description of the tiny shell beginning "See 
what a lovely shell," Here Tennyson shows that he has observed the shell in 
the minutest particular. 
"Maud" also illustrates Tennyson's knowledge of physical science. 
Astronomy, is in his estimation 'a sad astrology* because, as Hallam Tennyson 
has commented, unlike the old astrology it did not appear "to sympathise with 
and rule man's fate."-*- In the light of the discoveries of nineteenth century 
astronomical investigators, the stars to Tennyson were 
Innumerable, pitiless, passionless eyes, 
Cold fires, yet with power to burn and brand 
His nothingness into man. 
In "Maud", a3 in "Timbuctoo" (1829) ani in "The Two Voices" (1842), Tennyson 
considered the comparative insignificance of the earth in the boundless plan 
I, p. 404 
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of the universe; 
Sullen-sunning Death may give 
More life to Love than is or ever was 
In our low world.... 
Our planet is one, the suns are many, 
the ?/orld is wide. 
"The Brook”, which was published in Maud.. ana Other Poems (1855), 
contained Illustrations of Tennyson’s interest in scienc . In the realm of 
biological science, the poet, in ’’The Brook", said that Katie Willow’s hair was 
In gloss and hue the chestnut, when the shell 
Divides threefold to show the fruit within. 
Besides this significant botanical simile, Tennyson, as in "The Voyage" (1842) 
and in "Locksley Hall" (1842), mention'd the fact that different stars were 
visible from southern latitudes than from northern ones; 
Katie walks 
By the long wash of Au tralâslân seas 
Far off, and holds hr head to other stars. 
"Maud" was attacked by many critics with bitter hostility. It was 
defended in 1856 by Dr. R. J. Mann in a pamphlet entitled Maud Vindicated. 
Tennyson became an intimate friend of the doctor, and in a letter discovered 
by Hallam Tennyson, he wrote hits the following lines which shew the poet’s 
deep interest in exp riaontal anatomy: "I wished for you much yesterday. Mer- 
wood brought me a lump of snake’s eggs, and I picked carefully out two little 
embryo snakes with bolting eyes and beating hearts. I laid them on a piece 
of white paper. Their hearts or blood-vessels beat for at least two hours af¬ 
ter extraction. Does not that in 'seme way ex,.lain why it is sc difficult to 
kill a snake? I was so sorry not to have you and youi* microscope here. 
As already stated, "Maud" was the object of c msiderable destructive 
criticism. The hostile attacks which many critics leveled against the poem 
gave Tennyson’s equanimity a trial which probably reminded him of the relent- 
^Ibid.. I, p. 406. 
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less attacks of the critics on Ths La.iy of Shaiott and Other Poems in 186£. 
It la reasonable to suppose that the poet was greatly discouraged by the 
vitriolic criticism of "Maud”} in any case, he. never attempted anything like 
it again* "Maud11 is the last of the works of Tenny on*s most fruitful period 
as a poet of science. Following its publication, Tennyson busied himself with 
the Arthurian Idylls, and - except for a torn- of Wales in 1857, a visit to 
Norway in 1858, and a journey through Portugal in 1859 - he remained in retire¬ 
ment at Farringford. 
CHAPTER IV 
1355-1892 
After the titter reception of "Maud” (1855), Tennyson retired 
to Far ring ford and set to work on the Arthurian Idylls. As the following 
extract from Arthur Turnbull’s chronology of Tennyson’s chief p<oems shoes, 
Tnnyson was engaged principally from this time until 1872 in writing the 
Arthurian Idylls: 
”1856 The Marriage of Geraint; Geraint and &*id. 
Merlin <tftd Vivien. 
1857-58 Guinevere. 
1353 Lancelot and Elaine 
Firit four “Idylls of the King" published. 
1869 The “Holy Grail” volume published, containing The Com¬ 
ing of Arthur, The Holy Grail, Pelleas and Etarre, The 
Passing of Arthur. 
1871 The Last Tournament. 
1872 Gareth and Lynette."^ 
From 1872 to 1879 Tennyson gave most of his time to the writing of plays: 
"1875 Queen Mary, 
1876-93 Becket. 
[l877 Harold] "2 
The Arthurian Idylls, which were published between 1856 and 1872, 
and the dramatic trilogy - Queen Mary. Becket. and Harold - do not contain 
so many significant allusions to science as do “The Two Voices®, The Princess. 
In Memoriam. "Maud" and other important earlier ,poems!ItjLs intereating to 
notice, in this connection, that, according to some critics, Tennyson did 
his poorest work during the period of the Idylls and the plays. Harold 
LArthur Turnbull, OP. eft., p. 214. 




Nicolson, for example, has written as follows concerning the inferiority of 
the poet*s literary production from 1857 to 1880» "With 1857 we come to 
the third, the unfortunate mid-Victorian, phase of Tennyson's development, 
and we enter upon the series of the Idylls, the Enoch Arden poems of 1864, 
The Holy Grail of 1870, and the final Idylls of 1872.... From 1873 onwards 
jto 188o] there is an interval in which the Laureate was occupied,with amaz¬ 
ing obstinacy, in writing plays."1 
HeiLher the Idylls nor the plays treat the subject of evolution. 
Knowledge of science in general, however, is evident at times. In Geraint 
and ihid (1856), to begin with the early Idylls. Tennyson used the following 
simile which, according to Norman Lookyer, referred to the action of worms 
in drawing leaves into the earth, even before the publication of Darwin's book 
2 
on Earthworms in 1881» 
As the worm draws in the wither'd leaf 
And makes it earth. 
The same Idyll contains a simile which denotes Tennyson's acqaintance with 
precious stones: 
His talk, 
When wine and free companions kindled him, 
Was wont to glance and sparkle like a gem 
Of fifty facets. 
In The Coming of Arthur (1869), the poet makes an allusion to the visibility 
of Venus by day: 
The world 
Was all so clear about him, that he saw 
The smallest rock on the faintest hill, 
And even in high day the morning star. 
In November 1859, Tennyson, according to bis son, "was reading with intense 
interest an early copy of Darwin's Origin of Species [1859], sent him by 
his own desire."® 
f  
xHarold Nicolson, po. clt., pp. 229-230. 
^Norman Lockyer, op. cit.. p. 151. 
3Hallam Tennyson, OP. cit.. I, p. 445. 
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In Darwin's book he learned that the male blue-eyed oat Is deaf and used 
this fact in The Holy Grail (1869) as a simile to express Gawain's vow to 
be heedless "to holy virgins in their ecstasies"* 
But by mine eyes and by mine ears I 3wear 
I will be deafer than the blue-eyed cat. 
On these lines, Norman Loekyer has found the following note by Tennyson : 
"Note. (Cf. Darwin*s Origin of Species, ch. 1: 'Thus cats which are entirely 
white and have blue eyes are generallyjdeaf ; but it has lately been pointed out 
by Mr, Tait that this is confined to the males.' - Ed.)"1 In The Holy Grail. 
Tennyson also made an allusion to the living habits of the badger in the 
burrows of the earths 
I never strayed beyond the cell 
But live like an old badger in his earth, 
With earth about him everywhere. 
The same Idyll has a reference to the famous thorn tree of Glastonbury: 
Glastonbury, where the winter thorn 
Blossoms at Christmas. 
In The Passing of Arthur (1868), mention is made of the Winter Solstice: 
And there, that day when the great light of heaven 
Burn'd at his lowest in the rolling year. 
The Last Tournament (1871) gives the effect of an early change of plumage on 
the ptarmigan: 
The ptarmigan that whitens ere his hour, 
Woos his own end. 
In Gareth and Lynette (I8?id), Tennyson likened the glitter of the dew and the 
gems in the hair of Lynette to the sparkles in avanturine, or panthers tone, 
a type of gray-green or brown quartz: 
And the hair 
All over glanced with dewdrop or with gem 
Like sparkles in the stone Avanturine. 
"This simile," Ha Ham Tennyson has written, "was taken from a fine piece of 
1 Norman Loekyer, op. eit.. pp. 155-154. 
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tile stone Avanturine, set in an etui-case belonging to my mother. ‘Look 
at it,* my father said, *see the stars in it, worlds within worlds,,n^ In 
the epilogue to the Idylls. which ms dedicated to Queen Victoria, Tennyson 
notes the fact that an electric current is the cause both of lightning and 
the transmission of messages through undersea cables: 
Witness, too, the silent cry, 
The prayer of many a race and creed, and clime - 
Thunderless lightnings striking under sea 
From sunset and sunrise of all thy realm. 
Theories of evolution, as in the case of the Idylls, are not intro¬ 
duced in Queen Mary (1875), Becket (1876-1695), and Harold (1877). In these 
plays, as in the Idylls. however, there are scattered passages alluding to 
the facts of science. In Queen Mary, for example, he has discussed the tac¬ 
tics of bees in the defense of their hives: 
Third feather. But they say that bees, 
If any creeping life invade their hives 
Too gross tc be thrust out, «.111 build him round 
And bind him in from harming of their combs. 
And Philip by these articles is bound 
From stirring hand or foot to wrong the reala. 
Second Member. By bonds of beeswax, like your creeping thing; 
But your wise bees had stung him first to death. 
In Queen Mary, again, Tennyson has compared the virtue of his heroine to the 
freshness and sweetness of a flower before it is tarnished by the bee: 
But you, cousin, are fresh and sweet 
As the first flo;,er no bee has ever tried. 
Becket (1876-93) contains allusions to the moulting of snakes and birds: 
The snake that sloughs comes out a snake again,... 
The bird that moults sings the same song again. 
In Becket. Tennyson showed that lightning sometimes flashes from earth to 
sky: 
Ay, Thomas 
The lightnings that we think are only Heaven's 
Flash sometimes out of earth against the heavens. 
p. 217. This quotation was taken by Norman Locicyer from the Eversley 
Edition of Tennyson's works. 
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Harold (1877) contains a reference to the migration of nightingales: 
They are hut of spring, 
They fly the winter change 
This play also presents the old idea that comets heralded disaster: 
Lord Leof.ln, dost thou believe, that these 
Three rods of blood-red fire up yonder mean 
The doom of Ragland and the wrath of Heaven? 
In spite of the fact that Tennyson did not use the discoveries and 
hypotheses of scientists, to any appreciable extent, in hi3 major work dur¬ 
ing this period (1855-1880), certain incidents in his life, as well as some 
passages in the minor poems, prove that his interest in science continued. 
to the- writing of po try, received many distinguished visitors ana often dis¬ 
cussed scientific topics with them. In June 1857 Bayard Taylor, the Ameri¬ 
can po t and translator of Faust, visited him. In his work, At Home and 
Abroad. Taylor speaks of the Laureate's wide knowledge of science: "'During 
the conversation with which we beguiled the way, I was struck with the variety 
of his knowledge. Not a little flower on the downs, which the sheep had 
spared, escaped his notice, and the geology of the coast, both terrestrial 
and submarine, were perfectly familar to him. I thought of a remark which I 
from John Tyndall, the great physicist, oeeassioned this remark by the poet: 
nBe is such a good fellow, so unscornful and genial, so full of imagination 
While living at Farringford, Tennyson, besides devoting himself 
once heard from the lips of a distinguished English author 
ing to William K. NicollJ, that Tennyson was the misest man he knew, and could 
1 
well believe that he was sincere in making it.,H On April 5, 1858, a visit 
^William R. Nicoll, OP. clt., p. 9o. The quotation from Taylor's At Home and 
Abroad, is taken from Nicoll*s book. 
2Haii§l Tennyson, op. cjt.. I, p. 427. 
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again with the poet in his little room at the top of the house. The noble 
Atlas of Keith Johnston lay upon his table. In regard to metaphors drawn 
from science, your father, like Carlyle, made sure of their truth. To se¬ 
cure accuracy, ha spared no pains. I found in his room charts of isother- 
a&ls and isobars intended to ensure the exactitude of certain allusions of 
his to physical science. In illustration of this, the late Lord Houghton, 
while still Mr. Monckton Milnes, once told me that, having composed an ex¬ 
quisite poem upon a flower, Tennyson discarded it because of some botanical 
flaw. In comparing him with Carlyle, I notice that the latter drew his 
imagery, for the most part, from what we call inorganic nature. Physics 
and chemistry were well advanced when Carlyle wrote, but modern researches 
in biology had scarcely begun. These latter fell into your father's hands, 
and he has made noble use of them from 'Im Memori&m' onwards."- Tyndall 
wrote to H&llam Tennyson concerning the poet's influence on the life of 
the man of science: "Your father's interest in science was profound, but 
not, I believe, uminglsd with fear of its 'materialistic' tendencies. 
This, however, is to me a point of secondary importance. His influence on 
the life of a scientific man touches me more closely....I do not know wheth¬ 
er scientific men generally have found the wanning up of the imagination as 
beneficial to^fchom as it has been to me. Be that as it may, writings appar¬ 
ently far apai't from science have often spurred me on in the pursuit of sci- 
p 
ence." According to Hallam Tennyson, the poet once said to Tyndall: 
"No evolutionist is able to explain the mind of man or how any possible 
physiological change of tissue can produce conscious thought."1 2 3 ¥»hile 
there is no evidence that this statement gave Tynuall a 'warming up of the 
imagination', Hallam Tennyson did find that the poet's 
1Ibid., II, p. 475. 
2Ibid.. II, pp. 469-470. 
3Ibid., I, p. 523. 
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declaration was paralleled in Tyndall’s Scientific Materialism: "’But the 
passage from the physics of the brain to the corresponding facts of conscious¬ 
ness is unthinkable, granted that a definite thought and a definite molecular 
action in the brain occur simultaneously; we do not possess the intellectual 
organ, nor apparently any rudiment of the organ, which would enable us to 
pass, hy a process of reas ning, from the one to the oth-r. They appear to¬ 
gether, but we do not know why.,n-*- 
At the opening of the International Exhibition in May 1862, ïenryson 
wrote an ode originally entitled :,May the First, 1862" but later called "Ode 
Sung at the Opening of th International Exhibition". Although this poem 
makes no mention of evolution, it is significant for its enthusiasm in the ad¬ 
vance of exp rimental and applied science. 
In 1864, the Enoch Arden volume, one of the most popular of Tenny¬ 
son 's publications, appeared. None of the poems in this volume contain im¬ 
portant statements of the idea of evolution and only a few passages indicate 
aa intensive knowledge of science. In "Enoch Arden", Tennyson compares the 
miller’s appearance to that of a bee covered with pollen: 
Him, like the working-bee in blossom-dust 
Blanch’d with his mill, they found. 
In the same poem, as in sonnet x of the "Early Sonnets" (1832), Tennyson notes 
that in some parts of the sea, fresh water springs up: 
Beating up through all the bitter world 
Like fountains of sweet water in the sea. 
It seems likely that this particular sentence was inspired by the following 
sentence in Lucretius’ De Rerum Katura: "This is like the springs of Aradus 
in the sea, which splashes out sweet water and keeps away the salt waters 
around."* In "Aylmer’s Field", the second poem of the Enoch Arden volume, 
Tennyson has given proof of his knowledge, as Borman Lockyer has observed, 
Ibid.« I, p. 323» 
O 
^Lucretius, op. cit.. pp. 507 and 50S. 
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that forked lightning always indicates a near storm while sheet - or summer- 
lightning always indicates a distant storm j1 
He, when it seem'd he saw 
No pale sheet-lightnings from afar, but forked 
Of the near storm, and aiming at his head, 
Sat anger-charm’d from sorrow. 
It was probably in 1864, the year of the Enoch Arden volume, that 
Tennyson first m t Norman Lockyer, the distinguished English scientist, who 
gives the following account of the early days of his association with the poet, 
laying particular stress on his ^Tennyson’sj interest in astronomy; "So far 
as my memory serves me I was introduced to the late Lord Tennyson by Woolner 
about the year 1864. I was then living in Fairfax Road, West Hampstead, and 
I had erected my 6-inch Cooke Equatorial in the garden. I soon found that 
he was an enthusiastic astronomer and that few points of the descriptive 
part of the subject had escaped him. He was therefore often in the observa¬ 
tory. Some of his remarks still linger fresh in my memory. One night when 
the moon's terminator swept across the broken ground round Tycho he said, 
’What a splendid Hell that would make.’ Again after showing him the clusters 
in Hercules and Perseus he remarked musingly, ’I cannot think much of the 
county families after that.’"2 The friendship between Lockyer and Tennyson, 
cemented by their kindred interests, became a strong, life-long relationship. 
In February 1865, the poet lost his mother, whom he had celebrated 
in his early piece, "Isabel," and in a well-known passage of The Princess. 
During the same year, Tennyson was a successful candidate for admission into 
the Royal Society, In the autumn of 1865, he went on a continental tour, 
visiting Waterloo, Weimar, Leipzig, Dresden, the Sandwich Islands, and less 
^"Norman Lockyer, op. clt.. p. 91. 
2Ibid., pp. 2-5, 
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important points of interest. By December 1865, he had r turned to Snglan::. 
Hallaa Tennyson has quoted his father’s account of a conversation with his 
friend, John Tyndall, the scientist on December 14, 1865 s "I called on 
Tyndall j’-eaterd&y^December 15, 186538133(1 had a long chat with him about 
mind and matter, etc.""*- It will be remembered that the poet ancl Tyndall 
earlier had a conversation on the relation of the possible physiological 
I 
change of brain tissue to conscious thought, a subject closely akin to that 
on mind and matter. 
In October 1865 Tennyson wrote "latcretitts," a powerful poem on a 
classical theme which Mortem Luce regards as his mast rpiece. It will be 
recalled that Lucretius was the second groat poet of evolution and that his 
De Renas Batura is an important scientific classic, Morton luce has discovered 
that Tennyson derived the greater portion of the subj et matter for his "Lucre¬ 
tius'1 from the Roman poet’s work: "From the ’Ds Rena® Natura * Tennyson natu¬ 
rally draws much of his material; sometimes he is content with paraphrase or 
even translation,A comparative study of the two poems will furnish proof 
of the accuracy of Luce’s statement. 
"Lucretius" holds a significant place among the poems by Tennyson 
which treat evolutionary theory. In "Lucretius", then, Tennyson writes: 
Let her that is the womb and tomb of all, 1 
Great Nature, take, and forcing far apart 
Those blind beginnings that have made me man, 
Dash them anew at her will 
Thro* all her cycles - into man once more, 5 
Or beast or bird or fish, or opulent flower. 
But till this cosmic order everywhere 
Shatter’d into one earthquake in one day 
Cracks all to pieces, - and that hour perhaps 
Is not so far when momentary man 10 
Shall seem no more a something to himself, 
But he, his hopes and hates, his homes and fanes 
And even his bones long laid within the grave, 
^Hallam Tennyson, Qp. cit.. II, p. 52. 
^Morton Luce, A Handbook to the Works of Tennyson. London, 1897, p. 219. 
5Daiâ.> P. 220. 
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The very sides of the grave itself shall pass, 
Vanishing, atom am void, at era and void, 15 
Into the unseen forever. 
In line 1, Tennyson calls Nature "the womb and tomb of all” ;and Lucretius, 
on this point, had previously written: "For that which once came from earth, 
to earth returns back again, ana what fell fra® the borders of ether, that is 
again brought back, and the regions of heaven again receive lt."^ In line 5, 
Tennyson refers to the "blind beginnings that have made me man"; Lucretius 
had previously said that "the first-beginnings of things cannot be die tin¬ 
' 3 
guished by the eye" and that "nature works by scans of bodies unseen." 
Lines 4-6 of Tennyson poem summarize one of the broad phcu.es of the Luere- 
tian concept of organic evolution.4 Lines 7-16 state the idea of Lucretius 
that the -world, and all it contains is aortal and will be destroyed in the 
future; concerning the mortality of the world, the Latin poet wrote: "The 
door of death therefore is not closed for the heavens, nor for oun and eart b 
and the deep waters of the sea, but stands open and awaits them with vast and 
hideous maw."6 In line 15, Tennyson writes of "atom end void"; to Lucretius, 
these were the two basic constituents of all nature: "all nature therefore 
as it is in itself is made up of two things; for there are bodies, and there 
is void, in which these bodies are and through which they move this way and 
that."6 
In another passage in "Lucretius", Tennyson refers to the making of 
a void in nature and to the atomic action of "perpetual renovation;" 
^Lucretius, op. clt.. p. 157 
"ibid., p. 21. 
3 
Ibid., p. 25. 
4 
Ibid.f pee pp. 397-329, 
5Ibid.r p. 367. 
6Ibid.. p. 31. 
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It see» *d 1 
A void was made In Nature; all her bonds 
Crack’d; and I saw the flaring atom-streams 
And torrents of her myriad universe, 
Running along the illimitable inane, 5 
Fly on to clash together again, and make 
Another and another frame of things 
Forever, 
Lucretius’s expression of this idea was as follows: "For so many first-begin¬ 
nings of things in so many ways, smitten with blows and carried by their own 
weight frm infinite time unto this present, have been wont to move and meet 
together in all manner of ways, and to try all combinations, whatsoever they 
could produce by coming together, that it is no wonder if they fell into 
such arrangements withal, and came into such movements, as this sum of things 
now shows in its course of perpetual r: novation. 
Consistent with the atomism of Lucretius, Tennyson asks why should 
not the Gods "who haunt the lucid interspace £interraundia, in De Rerum Naturej 
of world and world"’’ 
Being atomic, not be dissoluble , 
Rot follow the great’ law? 
To Tennyson, as previously to Lucretius, the "lucid interspace of world and 
world" was a region 
Where never creeps a cloud, or moves a wind, 
Nor ever falls the least white star of snow, 
Hor ever lowest roll of thumer moans, 
Nor sound of human sorrow mounts to mar 
Their sacred everlasting calm! 
Tennyson's poem, then, follows its predecessor closely in evolutionary theory. 
T. H, Huxley, the ’bulldog of Darwin *, made the following statement, linking 
Lucretius and Tennyson, in a letter to Tyndall on October 15, 1892, following 
the Laureate’s funeral at Westminister Â"*bbey: "I think you will like to hear 
that the funeral yesterday ^October 14, 1892] lacked nothing to make it worthy 
Of the dead or living.... 
1Ibid.. p. 553. 
:Tennyson has a right to that, as the first poet since 
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Lucretius who tes understood the drift of science.Xhe poem "Lucretius," 
though written in I860, was first pub 11 shea in Macmillan’s Magazine for May- 
1868* it was subsequently reprinted as the last poem in The Holy Grail and 
Other Poems (1870). 
On May 2, 1866 Tennyson visited the Braaleys at Silbury. "Bradley", 
according to Haliam Tennyson, "knowing my father’s love of science had asked 
masters interested in geology, botany and archaeology to meet Mm. He con¬ 
versed with all of them."*' in his conversations with men of science, Tenny¬ 
son often proved Mmself to be well-informed, as the following remarks by 
Norman Loekyer show: "Only a short acquaintance was necessary to show me 
tjj&t this interest in my own special subjectfastronoiryj was only a part of a 
general interest in and knowledge of scientific questions. This was borne 
home to me very forcibly in about the year* 1866 or 1367. The evenings of 
Mondays were then given up to friends who came in, sans cérémonie, to talk 
and smoke... .One night it chanced that many travellers - Bates, Baines and 
Winwood Reade among theta - were present, and the question of a certain kind 
of dust-storm came on the tapis. Tennyson, who had non started the subject 
listened for some time and then remarked how difficult it was for a student 
tc gain certain knowledge on subjects, and then he astonished the company 
by giving the names of eight authors, four of whom had declared they had 
seen such dust-storms as had been described, the other four insisting that 
they could not be produced under ary known meteorological conditions and 
that with the b st opportunities they had never seen them. 
^T. B. Huxley, Letters, London, 1800, II, p. 838. 
2 
Hallarn Tennyson, OP. eit., II, pp. 34.-35. 
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"In many of our talks I came across similar evidences of minute 
knowledge in various fields; nothing in the natural world way trivial to him 
or to be neglected. This great grasp was associated with a minute accuracy, 
and it was this double habit of mind which made Tennyson such a splendid ob¬ 
server, and therefore such a poet, for the whole field of nature from which 
Norman Lockyer has also called attention to Tennyson’s thoroughgoing interest 
in astronomy's "In 1866 my wife was translating Guillemin’s Le Ciel and I was 
The friendship between Lockyer and Tennyson lasted until the post’s death in 
1892. The two men always enjoyed discussing science and as Norman Lockyer 
has said, Tennyson "showed himself to be full of knowledge of the discoveries 
In the summer of 1867, Tennyson bought a secluded estate near Hasle- 
mere and named it Aldworth. Of a visit from Darwin in August of the following 
year, Mrs. Tennyson has written as follows: "Mr. Darwin called, and seemed 
to be very kindly, unworldly, and agreeable. A . said to him, *Xour theory 
of Evolution does not make against Christianity* : and Darwin answered, ’No, 
certainly not. *** Tennyson, however, felt that the disciples of Darwin of¬ 
ten exaggerated the doc|rines of their master, but he held that their exagger¬ 
ations were immaterial to him: "That makes no difference to me, evon if the 
Darwinians did n.t, as they do, exaggerate Darwinism. To God all is present. 
He sees present, past and future as one."5 The poet had implicit faith in 
to cull the most appropriate epithets were always present in his mind. 
editing and considerably expanding it; he £ Tennyson3 read many of the proof 
sheets and indeed suggested the title of the Ehgli3k edition, The Heavens.11^ 
then being made."* 
irra&n Lockyer, pp. cit.. pp. 4-6. 
2Ibid.. p. 3. 
5Ibid.. p. 5. 
4T. ,, 
Hallaia Tennyson, op. cit.. II, p. 57 
5Ibid.. I, p. 322. 
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the orthodox interpretation of evolution and regarded the process as a 
m ans to a higher spiritual life: "He was inclined to think that the theory 
of Evolution cau: c-d the world to regard more clearly the fLixe of Nature as a 
lower stage In the manifestation of a principle which is mor. fully manifested 
in the spiritual life of man, with the ide' that in this process of Evolution 
the lower is to be regarded as a m an;; to the higher. ,n^ 
In June and July of 1S6S, Tennyson made a tour of Switzerland with 
Frederick Lockyer-Lampaon, who has furnished Hallais Tennyson an interesting 
account of their travels: "* Barren, ISth June. We were looking towards the 
higher Alps, and Tennyson said that perhaps this earth and all that is on it - 
storms, mountains, cataracts, the sun and the ski s - are the Almighty: in 
fact, that such is our petty nature, we cannot see Him, but we see His shadow, 
p 
as it were, a distorted shadow: he added that possibly, at that moment, there 
might bo beings invisible to us, who see the Almighty more clearly than we .do, 
and h illustrated his meaning by saying that we have five senses, but that 
if we had been born with only one of these, oui’ ideas of Nature would have been 
very different, much more limited. 
"Tennyson wont on to say that supposing there were creatures who in¬ 
stead of having five senses had five hundred, how far they would be in advance 
of anything we could conceive of! that a worm or an oyster, as compared with 
our-selves, had a very limited mental vision, ana he added how very small the 
earth mast appear to worms and oysters] 
1Ibld.. I, p. 323. 
^This idea appeared in the "High r Panth-. ism" (1070): 
The ÔUB, the moon, the stars, the seas, the hills ana the plains, - 
Are not the e, 0 Soul, the Vision of Him who reigns? 
....And the ear of man cannot hear, ana the eye of man cannot aeej 
But if we could see ana hear, this Vision - were it not He? 
30 
«I think Tennyson ju tly r< cognised the bounds of our knowledge. 
He said that *whatever is the obj ct of Faith cannot be th obj et of Season. 
In fine, Faith mu~t be our guide, - that Faith tfhieh we believe coses to us 
from a Divine Source.* 
"We talked of the Materialists. *Aft-;r all*, said ho, *what is 
Blatter? * He added, *1 think it is merely the shadow of something greater 
than itself, am which we poor shortsighted creatures cannot see.’*' If the 
rationalists a^e in the right, what is the meaning of all the mosques and 
temples and cathedrals, spread and spreading over the face of the earth? 
They will not easily beat the character of our Lora, that union of man and 
soman, sweetness and strength.•"£ 
On August 17, 186S Tennyson wrote to the Duke of Argyll, ~ according 
to Hallsm Tennyson, requesting a living for a Mr. Fox, a worthy geologist, 
who was then curate at Brixt-n: "If the government would give him this liv¬ 
ing, they would make him k&ppy for life: for the worth am value of his con- 
tributionsjto geology, Owen will answer.”^ 
K’The Metaphysical Society, *" which was to Tenny;.on*s later life 
what "The Apostles" were to his young manhood, "was founded," says Eallam 
Tennyson, "in 1668, by ay father, Mr, Pritchard, ana Mr. Knowles, the idea 
being firstjaooted by Mr. Knowles....5 Hie object of the Society th-refore 
xhe inadequacy of sight was considered by Tennyson in the poem "The Higher 
Pantheism": 
All we have po er to see is a straight staff bent in a pool* 
^Hallam Tennyson, op. clt., II, pp. 68-68* 
^The Dutko of Argyll was an intimate friend of Tennyson and paid him many visits 
at Aldworth. In 1331, Tennyson wrote a poem, "To the Duke of Argyll," com¬ 
mending the Duke for resigning the Privy Seal in 1851 after a disagreement 
with Gladstone, whose Irish policy both the Duke of Argyll ana the Laureate 
opposed. 
4Ballam Tennyson, op. clt., II, p. 8£. g 
In a letter ot Ballea Tennyson, Knowles said the organisation of "The Meta¬ 
physical Society" was due to the poet: "‘The Metaphysical Soci ty* owed its 
existence to your father, for it was entirely through his auhesion to the plan 
for it that this remarkable club was set on foot." Ibid.. II, p. 166. 
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was, that those who were ranged on the side of faith should meet those who 
were ranged on the side of unfaith, and freely interchange their views. 
The membership of "The Metaphysical Sooiety" included many of the foremost 
thinkers of the age. Darwin*3 theory of evolution war, from all indications, 
frequently a topic of discussion. Tennyson was the author of the following 
rule of the organization: "At one of the ; limlnary meetings, my father 
said humorously that ’Modern science ought at all ev nts to have taught men 
to separate light from heat,* and this was certainly adopted as the rule of 
the Society."''- 
Tennys on *3 inters t in science continued during these years* On 
January 25, 1870, as Hallam Tennyson again has quoted from his mother's journal, 
the po t, while dining with the Ritchies ana Annf Thackeray, propounded his 
old ideas concerning the infinity of worlds, the rapid motion of the earth 
and the solar system, and the va.:t distance of many stars from us:w,I don’t 
find it difficult to believe in the Infinity of Worlds'. Then, after trying 
to make us all realize the rate at which the earth whirls through space, and 
that every two days the solar system has rushed one million miles towards a 
certain point in the constellation of Hercules, find that light takes millions 
of years to travel from some of the stars, the light of which has not yet 
reached us, and other astronomical sublimities - he observed, *Frcm the starry 
spheres to think of the airs given themselves try county families in ball-rooms!1 2 
In 1370 The Holy Grail and Other Poems was published. This volume 
contained,besides theIdylls. "The Higher Pantheism" and "Flower in the Crannied 
Wall." In the latter poem,Tennyson, according to R. M. Alien, "sought to express 
1IMd., II, pp. 166-167. 
2Ibid.. II, p. 16S. 
5 
Ibid.. II, p. 96. 
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the great oneness of knowledge which the philosophy of science had intimated" 
Flovær in the crannied wall, 
I pluck you out of the crannies, 
I hold you her.:, root and all, in my hand, 
Little flower - but if I could understand 
What you are, root and all, ana all in all, 
I should know what God and man is. 
Oh March 17, 1873 Mr... Tennyson wtote in her journal: "Professeur 
Tyndall and Mr. Hufclæy called. Mr. Huxley seemed to be universal in his in- 
2 
terost and to have keen enjoyment of life. He spoke of *In Mercoriam*. * 
Leonard Htuclqr, the biographer of T. H. Huxloy, has called attention to the 
following reminiscence of Wilfred Ward, in the Nin teenth Century for August 
1896, in which a reference is made to Huxley's attitude to In Memoriam: 
"Huxley once spoke strongly of the insight into scientific method shown in 
T«nny on's In Memoriam. and pronounced it to be quite equal to that of the 
3 
greatest experts." 
Mrs. Tennyson's diary again shows that on October 28, 1873. the poet 
was reaaing Jam s Hinton's book, The juratory of Matter.^ As W. E. H. Lecky 
has pointed out, the Laur ate "’had a decided leaning tc some kind of meta¬ 
physics, and the writings of Jam a Hinton esp cially came home to him in a 
way which I could not share, or indeed understand.*"® 
In 1874, the Cabinet edition of Tennyson's poems appeared. "The 
Voice ana the Peak," one of the poems in this volume, r ferred to the evolution 
of the physical universe* 
When their cycle is o'er 
The valley, the voice, the peak, the star 
Pass, and are fauna no more. 
^R. M. Aides, OP. Clt.. p. 288. 
2 
Hallsm Tenny eon, op. oit.. II, p. 143. 
“Leonard Huxley, op. cit.. II, p. 337. 
^Haliam Tennyson, op. cit., II, p. 151. Mrs. Tennyson's diary reveals that Bfcfc- 
ton, & professional aurist, "on giving a proscription one day wrote (so ab¬ 
sorbed was ho in the mysteries of the universe), 'To be rubbed round the world 
night ana morn ng.*tt Bbid., II, p. 151. 
5Ibld.. II, p. 206. 
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In 1875 Gladstone offered Tetmy on a baronetcy, which the poet 
agreed to accept if he might permit the honor to be conferred upon Hallam 
Tennyson, his eldest son, rather than upon himself* The Prime Minister in¬ 
formed the Laureate that such & move would be an innovation and thereupon 
Tennyson declined the offer. Tennyson again refused the status of baron in 
1874 «hen Disraeli offered it. During the summer of 1875 ana 1874, the poet 
visited countries' of Western iiurope, chiefly Italy, Switzerland, France and 
Spain. 
Ballera Tennyson has included Dr. Dabb’s record of a conversation 
with the po t in the period between 1875 and 1879 on science and religion: 
“*D. Do you think there is any really innup rable obstacle or 
scrips of obstacles between science and religion? 
T. I have triad to say my say about it in "In Meaoriom"* 
D. Certainly no lack of religion there. 
T. I hope not. 
I). And all proper reverence for scientific facts? 
T. So there she ala be. * 
From this conversation, it can be seen that Tenny- on still sought 
to reconcile science and r-.ligion. 
On February 28, 1878 Lionel, Tennyson’s younger son, was married 
to Eleanor, the daugher of Frederick Locker. In the spring of the following 
year, Charles Tenny-on Turn -r, mho collabora ted .?it,h the Laur ate in Poems*, by 
Two Broth rs (1827), died at Cheltenham and, within taro months after his death, 
Mrs, Charles Tvunyton Turner, the sister of the po t*s wife, followed her hus¬ 
band. In 1880 a volume of Charles Tennyson Turner’s sonnets were published^ 
and Alfred, who greatly aruai^ad them, contributed s-.mo pr fatory verses. XH 
the same year, the Laureate, who war then seventy-one y ara of age, published 
1Ibid.. II, p. 228. 
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Ballads and Other Poems. 
With the publication of Ballads and Other Foam,; in 1880, as Harold 
Nictison has observed, we come to "the fourth and last period, the splendid 
Aldworth period."^ "De Profundir", one of the best poems in the volume, tr ats 
organic and inorganic evolution. In this poem Tennyson again used the old 
Laplacean theory of the development of the coB»dc order' when he welcomes the 
child out of the deep 
When all that was to be, in all that was, 
Whirl’d for a million aeons through the vast 
Waste dawn of multitudinous-eddying light. 
The nebular hypothesis of Laplace, it will be recalled, had been used in 
"Thu Palace of Art" (1352), The Prince.:-. (1847), and In Memorials (1850). 
There axe implications of organic evolution in the poet’s reference to 
Every phase of ever-heightening life, 
And nine long months of antenatal gloom. 
In this poem, Tennyson considers the child to be the herald of the perfect man: 
A babe in lineament and limb 
Perfect, and prophet of the perfect man. 
"The real mysteries to him were Time, life, and ’finite-infinite’ spacejthe 
following lines, discussing the vast and mysterious universe, bring out the 
truthfulness of this observation: 
This divisible-indivisible world ® 
Among the numerable-innumerable 
Sun, sun, and sun, thro' finite-infinite space 
In finite-infinite time. 
Harold Nieolson, op. cit.. p. 230. 
g 
Hallam Tennyson, op. cft.y I, p. 316. 
^Ibid». I, p. 319. ’This divisible-indivisible world’ often was a theme of 
discussion and study for the poet: "He would point out the difficulties of 
materialism, and would propound to us, when we were boys, the old puszlet 
Look at the mystery of a grain of sand; you can divide it for ever and for 
ever. You cannot conceive anything material of which you cannot conceive the 
half,’ He disliked the Atomic theory: and was taken by the theory of abor¬ 
iginal centres of force.11 
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In another pas Age of the poem be wrote, as in "The Two Voices" (1842), of 
the insignificance of the earth in the boundless universe: 
Oat of the deep, my child, out of the deep, 
Prom that true world within the world we see, 
thereof our world is but the bounding shore. 
Tennyson observed that each Individual bas distinct characteristics, and he 
used this observation in verse #h@n he said that God had made the child 
Inconceivably se -d 
Out of his whole TforId-self and all-in-all. 
It is clear, therefore, that "De Profuadls* is aa important addition to 
Tennyson1s poetry of science. 
"Columbus", which also appeared in Ballads and Other Poems, shows 
Tennyson’s interest in the old and nes theories concerning the shape of the 
earth. The idea chat the earih is flat, which was popular on the continent 
before the famous voyages of Columbus, appeared in this poem: 
King David call’d the heavens a hide, a tent 
Spread over earth, and sc this earth was flat. 
The correct belief that this planet is a sphere was also used in "Columbus" : 
For at last their KighnesseéjF.-r dinand and Isabella} 
Were half-assured this earth might be a sphere. 
Ballads and Oth r.r Posas (1880), in fine, is important to this study because 
it carries on Tennyson*6 interest in evolution and in other phases of science. 
Late In 1880, Tennyson ccnpl'ted ffhs Gap, a minor drama based on 
Autarch’s De Ifallcrygi Vlrtutibus. He spared no pains in recuring correct 
information cm the period, and at Ms reçue t Sir Charles Kev ton furnished 
the following letter on the archaeology of the time: 
"'March 6th, 1879. 
I see no reason for doubting Plutarch's statement that Artemis was 
worshlpjpdi in Galatia, tho’ it is not corroborated as yet by coins or inscrip¬ 
tions, and the particular Artemis so worshipped would most probably be closely 
allied in attributes to the Taurie Artemis, and would thus correspond with your 
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conception of the Galatian Arteais (the goddess of Nature). The epithet 
«arpios in the Amatoriaa applied to th<> priesthood shows that the 
priesthood ms hereditary. It may be inferred therefore that Ganraa «as of 
noble birth. The story as told by Plutarch ie most dramatic. If I find any- 
thing mo:e you shall have it. In the meantime you may roly on my silence.1" 
This is otto example of Tenny .on*3 painstaking effort to secure accuracy which 
often led him to seek the assistance of scientific specialists in the verifica¬ 
tion of his facts nnd theories. 
ffae Gap like "The Lover’s Tale" (1828), presents the idea that 
volcanic eruptions and tremendous earthquakes are causal factors behind much 
of the physical evolution of this planett 
Grciht goddess .... 
Who cause-’t the safe earth to shudder and gape, 
And golf and flatten in the closing chasm 
Doomed cities, hcarl 
«"Those lava-torrents blast and blacken a province 
To a cinder, hear! 
Volcanoes and earth tremblings, as the preceding passage from The Gup indi¬ 
cates, are soaetin.s the cau e of radical changes in the physical condition 
of this terraqueous globe. 
The year 1831 witnessed the deaths of Jam.s Speddiag, an "Apostle" 
with Tennyson at Cambridge, and of Thomas Carlyle, the poet’s friend and 
critic. One evening during the sa®:; year Tyndall, TTroude, Gladstone, and 
the Laureate discussed the historical belief in the immortality of the soul, - 
p 
Gladstone and Tennyson strongly advocating faith in eternal life. 
one of Tennyson's minor plays, was produced at 
the Globe Theater in November 1882, In one passage in this work, Tennyson 
says that man, who is the child of evolution, will r aeh the goal of perfec- 
Hallam Tennyson, OP. cli.. II, p. 257. 
2 
Ibid.. II, p. 261. 
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tion when he follows his own instincts as if they were his diety: 
Edgar. And when man, 
The child of evolution, flings aside 
His swaddling-bands, the morals of the tribe, 
He, following his own instincts as his God, 
Will enter on the larger golden age, 
No pleasure then taboo’d. 
In another part of The Promise of May» the poet used the old idea, which ap¬ 
peared in nThe Two Voices” (1842) and •’Ulysses'* (1842), that man is practi¬ 
cally the result of his experiences or sensations: 
Edgar. This author, with his charm of simple style 
And close dialetic, all but proving man 
An automatic series of sensations. 
Tennyson did not have much faith in the idea that man is *an automatic series of 
sensations** Ths drift of his talk to a university student on this subject 
was as follows: ”If a man is merely to be a bundle ox sensations, be hand 
better not exist at all.”-*- 
In September 1883 Tennyson went on a cruise vdth Sir Donald Currie, 
Gladstone and others on the Pembroke Castle. It was on this vessel that the 
Prime Minister offered him a peerage, which Tennyson reluctantly accepted and 
thereupon took his seat in the House of Lords in March, 1834. In 1885 the 
poet published Tire nias and Other Poems, which contained "Despair" and "The 
Ancient Sage”, two of the most important poems for the study of Tennyson*s 
interest in science. 
Both organic and inorganic evolution were considered in Tiresias 
and Other Poems. "Despair” contained the belief, advanced previously in 
«Lucretius,” that the earth and all it éôntained will be destroyed: 
The homeless planet at length will be wheel’d thro* the 
silence of space 
Motherless evermore of an ever-vanishing race, 
1Ibid.. I, p. 317 
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■When the worm shall have writhed its la t and its 
last brother worm will have fled 
From the dead fossil skull that is left in the rocks 
of an earth that is dead. 
In "To Edward Fitzgerald",^ also in the 1885 volume, Tennyson used a metaphor 
derived from Laplace’s nebular hypothesis to express the relation of Edward 
Fitzgerald’s translation of Omar Khayyam’s "Rubaiyat* to the original version. 
He called the famous translation of his contsanporary poet 
A planet equal, to the sun 
Which cast it.2 
"The Ancient Sage" sets forth the idea that this narrow earthly existence 
may be a preparation for a fuller and richer life: 
V7ho knows? or whether this earth-narrow life 
Be yet but yolk, ana forming in the 3hell? 
In "Despair", as in In Memorials (1850) and in "Maud" (1855), Tennyson wrote 
about the survival of the fittest and about 'Rature, red in tooth and claw’: 
A worm as it vsrithes in a world of the weak trodden 1 
down by the strong, 
Of a dying worm in a world, all massacre, muraer and 
wrong. 
0, we poor orphans of nothing ~ alone on that lonely 
shore - 
Born of the brainless nature who knew not that which 4 
she bore. 
Lines 1-2 of this passage probably were inspired by Charles Darwin's OHpflm nf 
Species (1859), which advanced this idea: "All that we can do, is to keep 
steadily in mind that each organic being is striving to increase at a geometri¬ 
cal ratio; that each at some period of its life, during some season of the year, 
during each gen- ration or at intervals, has to struggle for life, and to suffer 
^-Edward Fitzgerald was one of Tennyson’s oldest acquaintances, and. his death 
on June 14, 1883 gave the poet a great shock. 
^These lines bear striking resemblance to the following lines in The Princess 
(1847): 




Besides evolution, other phases of science were u.ed by Tennyson 
in Tiresias and Other Poems. In "The Ancient Sage" the poet used as a simile 
the fact that the bee often loses its life in the action of stinging: 
Nor be thou rageful, like a handled bee, 
to! lose thy life by usage of thy sting. 
Within the domain of physical science, Tennyson has shown evidence of a knowl¬ 
edge of certain facts and theories of astronomy. In "Despair" for example, 
like in "The Two Voices" (184£), "Lucretius" (i860) and «De Profundis" (i860), 
Tennyson wrote of the boundlessness of the physical universe: 
And the suns of the limitless universe spark! edknd shone in the sky. 
As in "The Two Voices" and "Lucretius", he believed that the world was made 
without reference to man and his small planet, ani in "Despair," he said that 
the planets revolving around other suns 
Were worlds of woe like our own. 
"The Ancient Sage", like "De Profundis", considered the infinite indivisibility 
of matter: 
The million-millionth of a grain 
Which cleft and cleft again for evermore, 
And ever vanishing, n-ver vanishes. 
In the "Epilogue", the poet has made an allusion to thi amazement which the 
wonderful Milky Way stirs in short-lived human beings: 
The fires that arch this dusky dot ~ 
Ion rayri&a-srorlded way - 
The vast sun-clusters * gathered blase, 
World-isles in lonely skies, 
Whole heavens within themselves, amaze 
Our fcrttef humanities. 
"The Ancient Sage" also contained the idea that the circumpolar stars never set 
and arc invisible only because they axe hidden entirely by daylight: 
1 ’ 
Charles Darain, On the Origin of Species. New York, I860, pp„- 75-76.. 
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£some stars] never set but pass 
From sight and night to lose themselves in day. 
Finally, the poet’s reaction to the “horrible Infidel writings" of the materi¬ 
alistic evolutionists of the age is given in "Despair"î 
Doubt is the lord of this dunghill and crows to the sun and the moon, 
Till the sun and the moon of our science aie both of them turned into 
blood, 
And Hope vdll have broken her heart, running after a shadow of good; 
For their knowing and know-nothing books are scatter’d from hand 
to hand - 
lie have knelt in£ÿronrknow-all chapel too, looking over the sand. 
It has been noted earlier that Tennyson did not care whether "the Darwinians 
did not, as they do, exaggerate Darwinism."x In this poem, however, he has 
'brazed himself," admittingly, "over their horrible infidel writings." Tiresias 
and Other Poems (1885),in brief, is important to this study for its use of 
science and evolution. 
In 1886, a revised edition of Tiresias and Other Poems, containing 
"Locksley Hall Sixty Tears After", The Promise of May (188?.) and two minor 
poems, was published. "Lockslejr Hall Sixty Tears After", like the "Loekaley 
Hall" of 1842, is significant in its expression of certain evolutionary ideas. 
In this poem, Tennyson was thankful for evolution, the progress of which 
seemed to him to be hampered by reversions 
Well, be grateful for the s unoing watchword ’Evolution* here, 
Evolution ever climbing after some ideal good, 
And Reversion ever dragging Evolution in the mud. 
The Laur ate took a comprehensive view, before and after, of the evolution 
of man: 
Many an aeon moulded'earthbefore her highest, man, was bom, 
Many an aeon too may pass when earth is aanless and forlorn. 
The first line of this passage, treating the comparatively recent appearance 
of man on this planet, may have been derived from Sir Charles Iyell’s Principles 
^Hallam Tennyson, loc» cit.. I, p. 322. 
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of Geology, in which is expressed the "belief in the extremely modem date 
of the human era, as compared to that of a seri s of antecedent epochs, each 
of them characterized by distinct species of animals and planets."* The sec¬ 
ond lins of the above stanza, dealing with Tennyson's speculation on changes 
in the terrestrial system, may have been inspired by Lucretius* De Rerum Satura. 
which advanced the argument that the entire animate and inanimate world is 
aortal.^ The poet, in "Locksley Hall Sixty Years After", compared the pass¬ 
ing of his youth to the transitoriness of the forces which caused the physical 
evolution of the earth: 
Gone the fires of youth, the follies, furies, curses, passionate 
tears, 
Gone like fires and floods and earthquakes of the planet* a dawn¬ 
ing years. 
Like "Despair" (1885), thi3 poem hinted at the careless attitude of the Su¬ 
preme Power to man and mentioned the selfish struggle for existence: 
Ihat are men that He should heed us? cried the king of sacred song; 
Insects of an hour, that hourly work their brother-insect wrong. 
In the second "Locksley Hall", moreover, there is evidence of other 
branches of science. TM.3 poem, like "De Profundis" (1880) and "The Ancient 
Sage" (1385), referred to the infinite vastness and indivisibility of the 
universe: 
Only that which meant us to be mightier by and by, 
Set the sphere of all the boundless heavens within the human eye. 
Sent the shadow of Hims If, the boundless, thro* the human soul; 
Boundless inward in the atom, boundless outward in the whole. 
The rapid and magnifiaient motion of the worlds is also alluded to: 
The silent heavens roll, and suns along their fiery way, 
All their planets whirling round them, flash a million miles a day. 
Besides the references to the entire cosmic order, the second "Locksley Hall," 
*Sir Charles Lyell, Princlul .s of Geology. Hew York, 1872, I, pp. 144-145. 
p 
Lucretius, loc. cit.. p. 567. 
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makes important citations to the planets, Venus and tors, and to the earth’s 
sole satellite, the moon. The theory that Venus may be a land of perpetual 
f loser a because of its proximity to the sun is stated: 
Venus near her I smiling downward at this earthlier earth of ours, 
Closer on the aim, p rhaps a world of never fading flowers. 
The poet also notes the fact that from Mars the earth would take the place 
VenUt occupies with us, and would be seen alternately as morning and evening 
star: 
Hesper - Venus - were we native to that splendor or in Mars, 
We should see the globe we groan in, fairest of their evening stars. 
Like ”The Two Voices11 (1842) andHTimbuctoo" (1829), this poem mentions the hy¬ 
pothesis that the planets, Venus in this case, may be peopled: 
All good things may move in Hesper, perfect peoples, perfect kings. 
That the moon is a dead satellite, that is, without an atmosphere, is referred 
to as follows: 
Till this outworn earth be dead as yon dead world the moon. 
In addition to allusions to astronomical discoveries and hypotheses, Tennyson 
made certain general reflections on science. In spite of the fact that Vic¬ 
toria’s reign had witne.sed ’fifty years of ever-brightening Science,*^ it was 
apparent to the poet that the advance of science, industrial science particu¬ 
larly, had produced disastrous effects on the inhabitants of cities: 
Is it well that while we range with Science, glorying in the Time, 
City children soak and blacken soul and sense in city slime? 
In this passage, Tonny.on alligns himself with Charles Dickens, the famous 
Victorian novelist, and other reformers of the age. In the following lines, 
Tennyson joins Thomas Carlyle and John Baskin in condemnation of the encroach¬ 
ment of science on art and architecture: 
^Frora "On the Jubilee of Queen Victoria” (1887). 
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Yonder lies our young sea-village - ârt and Grace are less and less: 
Science grows and Beauty dwindles - roofs of slated hideounness. 
In spite of the status of science in his age, the Laureate had high confidence 
in its future growth and foresaw 
All diseases quench’d by Science, no man halt, or deaf, or blindj 
Stronger ever bora of weaker, lustier body, larger mind. 
"Locksley Hall Sixty Years After”, as Morton Luce has said, "takes a high 
position, perhaps the highest, among the shorter poems of the later period. 
Certainly this is true when the poem is considered solely as a poem of science. 
In 1886, while Tennyson was working on "Locksley lfa.ll Sixty Years 
After,” his promising son, Lionel, died of a fever. Tennyson felt the blow 
acutely and when alone with his family he would say: "The thought of Lionel’s 
death tears me to pieces, he was so full of promise and so young.Never¬ 
theless, Tennyson, for the most part, kept up his "incessant reading of aji 
pinner of books, on Travel, on Astronomy, on Natural Science, - not to mention 
SC 
novels by the dozen." In addition, he continued his scientific discussion and 
observation. In 1886, for example, he told Lord Napier that no animal should 
be dissected for scientific purposes without anaesthetics. During the year 
1837, Tennyson, while viewing a lunar eclipse with Professor Jebo, remarked 
that "according to analogy, at least one of the planets belonging to each sun 
should be inhabited, though perhaps with beings very different from ourselves: 
and that the spectroscope was destined to make much greater revelations even 
than it had already made in charming 
Her secret from the latest moon."5 
In 1888 Tennyson suffered a severe attack of rheumatic gout and 
for a time was believed to be near death. In 1889, however, he had recovered 
~Morton Luce, op. cio.. p. 576. 
2 
Ballara Tennyson, op. cit., II, p. 324. 
5Ibid.. II, pp. 536. 
4U2M., II, p. 528. 
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BO for that he coaid take long walks along the cliffs and by the sea. 
In December 1888, the month of frowning *s death, Tennyson published Bene ter 
and &ther Poems, the last volume of Terse which appeared during his lifetime. 
Like all his preceding publications, beginning with Poems hr Btio Brothers.(1827). 
Demeter and Other Poems is illustrative of Tennyson*s interest in science. 
Tennyson frequently refers to evolutionary theories in his final 
volume of verse. In "Va.vtness" he supposed that a cumber of planetary bodies 
contained the remains of an annihilated race: 
Many a planet by .many a sun may roll with the dust of a vanquished race. 
In "The Making of Man," he noted the evolution of man and questioned whether 
the human race would untlsately attain perfection: 
Man as yet is being made, Mid ere the crowning aga of ages, 
Shall not aeon after aeon pass and touch his into shape? 
In the poem "By an Evolutionist", "he conceived that the further science 
progressed, the more the Unity of Ha fur a, and the purpose hidden behind the 
cosmic process of matter in taction and changing forms of Life, would be appar¬ 
ent.*^ This poan also advanced the concept that thn brute part of mu is sub¬ 
dued and he now is ready to advance spiritually: 
But I hear no yelp of the beast, and the Han is quiet at last, 
As he stands on the heights of his life with a glimpse of a height that 
is higher- 
In "The Play", the Laureate reviewed the entire evolution of mankind on this 
planet and again expressed his faith In the future of the race: 
Act first, this Earth, a stage so glova’d. ?dth woe 
Ton all but sicken at the shifting scenes. 
And yet be patient. Our Playwright may show 
In some fifth act what this wild Dr ana means. 
"The Ring* ha3 an allusion to the evolution of the entire physical universe: 
2  
^33&4.1.» I» p« 
Aenonlaa Evolution, swift or slow 
ThroI all the spheres. 
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Dente ter and Other Poeas. in addition to containing passages il¬ 
lustrative of Tennyson's interest in evolution, also makes significant re¬ 
ferences to science in general. ’’The Bing", for example, mentioned insectivo¬ 
rous plants: 
Miriam, I am not surely one of those 
Caught by the flower that closes on the fly. 
In "Parnassus", Tennyson made a denunciatory allusion to astronomy and geology, 
two dreadful shapes that loomed over the very fountain of the Muses: 
These are Astronomy and Geology, terrible MusesÎ 
Astronomy, one of the "terrible Muses", taught Tennyson, as "Vastness" shows* 
that man is a comparatively insignificant part of the vast cosmic order: 
Raving politics, never at rest - as this poor earth's 
pale history runs, - 
What is it all but a trouble of ants in the gleam of a 
million million of suns. 
In conclusion, Demeter and Other Poems, illustrates Tennyson's Interest in 
science, especially in the evolution of the world and of man. 
Tennyson was eighty-two years of age in 1B90; he was, however, 
still extraordinarily active, continuing to write poetry and to take a vigor¬ 
ous interest in living. IS.3 friendship with Tyndall and Lockyer was not allowed 
to wane. On June 28, 1890 he talked with Tyndall "about experiments as to the 
origin of life - having frequently inspected Tindall's hermetically sealed 
bottles: and it interested him that Tyndai.1 was convinced that life could 
not originate without life."^ In October of the same year, Norman Lockyer 
paid a visit to the poet and wrote as follows concerning it: "I visited 
Tennyson at Aldworth in 1890 when he was in his 82nd year. I was then writ¬ 
ing the 'Meteoric hypothesis' and he had asked for proof sheets, bhen I ar¬ 
rived there I was touched that he had had them bouna together for convenience 
in reading, and from the conversation we had I formed the impression that he 
^Ibid.. II, p. 580 
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had read every line .... One of the nights during my stay was Vary fine, 
and he said to ms, 'How, Lockyer, let us look at the double stars again,* 
and we did. His interest in astronomy was persistant until his death. 
Tannyson*s mind was indeed imbued with the science of the heavens. "His 
knowledge of astronomy wa most remarkable, and the accuracy of his talk about 
the stars surprised more than one of the great astromoners. Of Jate the spec¬ 
trum analysis of light, and the photographs which reveal starlight in the in¬ 
terstellar spaces where stars were hitherto undreamt of, and the idea of the 
2 
aâl-prevading luminiferous aether, particularly interested himS Tennyson was 
not satisfied with his knowledge of science, considerable though it was,as 
the following statement by B. Jowett testifies: "He would have liked to have 
known more of astronomy and botany. It was one of Ms unfulfilled wishes, 
which he was continually repeating, to have seen the Tropics, but it is doubt¬ 
ful whether this greater variety and curiousness of knowledge would have made 
Mm a better po-t.n"! Regarding the poet’s accuracy, B. Jo«ett has furnished 
further information: "Mr. Proctor had said of Mm that there were no mistakes 
about the stars in Ms poems, and a similar compliment was paid to Mm by an 
eminent botanist about flowers."^ 
During 1890 anu 1391, Tennyson suffered from influenza, and Ms 
strength vt/as noticeably decreasing. Neverthless, in 1S91, he was able to 
write poetry, to complete The Foresters, to enjoy the pastime of yachting, 
and tc main short tours in England. In 1892, he took another yachting cruise, 
visiting Ms eldest brother at Jersey, and in July he visited London. VVMle 
lNorraan Lockyer, op. eit.. pp. 5-4. 
p 
I&liam Tennyson, OP. cit.. II, p. 408. 
5Ibid.. II, p. 465. 
^Ibid.. II, p. 462. 
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in the English metropolis, Hallam Tennyson says, he "visited the Royal 
Academy, where the heat and the crowd oppressed my father; then the Natural 
History Museum, where he insisted on walking through the geological part and 
seing again Ms old friends the Ichthyosaurus, the Plesiosaurus, and the 
Giant Sloth,The Laureate, therefore, kept up a lively interest in natural 
science ev n when in the shadow of death. Early in 1892, Hallam quotes him 
as saying to a Miss RiteMe: "It is difficult to believe that the man Handel 
P 
«ho wrote that "Comfort Iel! was developed from the Ascidian." Thus it is 
clear that evolution was an important theme of the poet11 s conversation, as 
well as of his study and poetry, in the last months of Ms life. Even in 
July 1892, Norman Lockyer has written of Ms last meeting with the poet, 
"he would talk of nothing but the possible ages of the sun and earth, and 
3 
was eager to know to which estimates scientific opinion was then veering." 
Soon after entering his eighty-fourth year, Tennyson showed alarm¬ 
ing symptons of weakness. Early in September he became critically ill. In 
spite of the poor state of his health, however, he enjoyed the society of 
many visitors, took an interest in the forthcoming production of Beeket. 
a- abridged and arranged by Henry Irving, and examined the proof of The Death 
of Oenone. etc., which was published after Ms death. 
The Death of Qenoae, etc., like other volumes written by the Laureate 
during Ms final years, speculates on the future evolution of the race. In 
"The Dawn", the poet says that we aie far from the golden year when the human 
race will attain perfection: 
But if twenty million of summers are stored in the sunlight still, 
We are far from the noon of man, there is time for the race to grow. 
1Ibid., II, p. 415. 
2 
Ibid.. II, p. 594. 
5 
Norman Lockyer, op. cit.. p. 4. 
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He wonders when mankind will lose its brute qualities and what out* descendants 
will be a million years henceforward: 
When shall we lay 
The Ghost of the Brute that is walking and haunting us pet, and be free? 
In a hundred, a thousand, winters? Ah, what will our children be, 
The men of a hundred thousand, a million summers away? 
The course of human evolution, therefore, disturbed the poet’s thinking in 
his latest volume of verse. 
An interest in other phases of science than evolution showed itself 
in The Death of nanone. etc.. In "Akbar’s Dream”, he heard 
The clash of tides that meet in narrow seas. 
In the same poem, he stated that oi). impedes the formation of waves by filling 
their troughs, thus retarding the development of their crests: 
Like calming oi}. on all their stormy creeds, 
And fill the hollows between wave and wave. 
"The Death of Qenoae", the title poem of the volume and the sequel to "0 an one11 
(1832), contains an allusion to the astronomical fact that Venus, like the 
other planets, shines by the reflected light of the sun: 
While the star of eve was drawing light 
From the dead sun. 
The Death ôf Penone, etc., in brief, which was corrected by Tennyson in proof 
during September 1892, shows his persistent interest in evolution as well as 
in other departments of science. 
During the last days of Se tomber 18S2, Tennyson’s health was fail¬ 
ing so palpably that Sir Andrew Clark, the noted physician, was summoned from 
London by telegraph. His weakness gradually increased and certain indications 
of fatal syncope appeared on Wednesday, October S, 1892. On the following 
morning at 1:35 , as the full moon shone upon his ancient frame, Alfred 
Tennyson, with a volume of Shakespeare in his hand, ’erost the bar.’ nV7hen 
Tennyson passed from life,” says Norman Loekyer, "not only did England lose 
one of her noblest sons, but the world a poet who, beyond all others who have 
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ever lived, combined the gift of expression with an unceasing interest in 
the canoes of things and in the working out oi nature1 s laws.1,1 
> p. 1 
CHAPTER V 
The Effect of Science upon Tennyson's Poetry 
Tennyson felt the lure of science more profoundly, perhaps, than 
any other major poet in the history of English literature. Before his boy¬ 
hood days at Somersty were spent, he yearned to Hdull the sharp desire of 
knowledge still with knowing," and following the death of Arthur Ha 11am in 
September 1835, he began to satisfy his yearning by undertaking a broad 
program of scientific study which not only opened his eyes to phenomena 
which, except for systematic discipline, would have been a closed book to 
Mm, but also made him a scrupulous observer. The purpose of this essay is 
to determine the effect of this preoccupation with science on Tennyson's 
poetry. 
It is undeniable that the discoveries in the cosmic sciences in 
the nineteenth century opened vast vistas to the creative mind. Man had al¬ 
ways been surrounded by great vacua of mystery which he had longed to compre¬ 
hend. The progress male during the last century in the understanding of the 
universe, at first a scientific and analytical process, soon became part of 
the thought and emotion of the race and hence material for poetic expression. 
Cosmic science, then, was fraught with messages for every thinking and feel¬ 
ing human being. It offered, as substance and inspiration for the man of 
imaginative insight, such themes as the boundlessness of the universe, the 
presence of law and order in endless variety and infinite complexity, the 
unity of the cosmic scheme, and the mysteries of time, matter, space and 
force. These themes,endowed try the poet with an imaginative lift and a spir¬ 
itual monolog beyond the intellectual grasp of the man of science, furnished 
to a considerable extent the.substance of Tennyson's poems. 
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When Tennyson was able to humaniao cosmological phenomena for the 
heart and soul of man, he made an impressive use of the faets and hypotheses 
of science in his poetry. In "Timbictoon (1829), for example, he brought 
astronomy to the service of the imagination and drew a picture of the universe 
which is, by virtue cf its grandeur and delicacy of execution, an admirable 
piece of literary workmanship* 
I saw 
The smallest grain that dappled the dark earth, 
The indistinctest atom in deep air, 
The Soon's white cities,and the opal width 
Of her small glowing lakes, her silver heights 
Unvifiited with ém of vagrant cloud, 
And the unsounded, undescended depth 
Of her black hollows. The clear galaxy 
Shorn of its hoary lustre, wonderful, 
Distinct and vivid with sharp points of light, 
Blaze within blaze, an unlmagin’d depth 
And harmony of planet-girded suns 
And moon-encircled planets, wheel in wheel, 
Areh*d the wan sapphire. 
The special glory of Tennyson as a poetical thinker, T. Watts has said, is 
that Bhe spiritualized evolution and brought it into poetry.** His account 
of the catastrophic changes that have occurred during the history ox the 
earth shows Ms ability to blend scientific precision with poetic emotion: 
There rolls the deep where grew the tree. 
0 earth, wh&t changes hast thou seen! 
There where the- long street roars hath been 
The stillness of the central sea. 
The hills are shadows, and they flow 
From form to form, anu nothing standsj 
They melt like mist, the solid lands, 
Like elouds they shape themselves and go. 
From science Tennyson learned that nature is a unity and in ’’Flower in the 
Crannied Wall”, he beautifully expressed the idea that he could fathom the 
divine plan and understand ths universe, with all ramifications ana impli¬ 
cations, if it were only possible for Mm to give a complete explanation 
Wiatts, op. clt.. P. 270. 
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of a small blossoms 
Flower in the crannied wall, 
I pluck you out of the crannies, 
I hold you hare, root and all, in ray hand, 
Little flower - but If I could understand 
What you are, root and all, and all in all, 
I should know what God and man is. 
The large universal ideas of science, therefore, which generally transcend 
the reason and enter the higher realm of emotion and imagination, he proves 
to be material for poetry. 
Man, however, as Tennyson did not know, is interested in science 
jttht in the proportion that he sees himself mirrored there. A fact must be 
the ra dium of soma experience of humanity before it can interest him. He 
* 
has not understood until he has felt and has found a contact between himself 
and what he is studying. Thus while the findings and speculations of cosmic 
science are uniquely capable of being transformed and transfigured by the 
poet, the facts of applied anti experimental science, as viewed by the keen 
observer and as comprehended by the tecimical specialist, are usually not 
fit material for poetry. There is, moreover, an obvious distinction of pur¬ 
pose to be made between words used to record observations of facta, either 
as an end in themselves or as a basis for generalizations an- laws, and 
words used as a means of transferring experience. Tennyson, to whom science 
was somotImes^more important than art, apparently did not know this fact and, 
as a result, his poetry suffered. To his everlasting discredit, he failed 
to realize that when scientific facts become the subject of poetry, the poet¬ 
ical spirit, which reveals itself in spiritual power and. artistic beauty, 
inevitably ceases to exist. In such cases, it is not far to seek the dele¬ 
terious effect of science on Tennyson*3 poetry. 
Tennyson, who «as swift to assimilate scientific discoveries and 
to use them for poetic purposes, did not perceive that poetry can not accept 
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and apply itself to the task of science without becoming Materialistic 
and presale. To understand nature Id perhaps the task of science ; to 
chronicle aan*g adventure from birth to death is perhaps the major task 
of literature. ^Love*, one of Alfred*s contributions to Poems by Two 
brothers (IS*??), .affords « striking example of the detrimental effect of 
science on Tennyson*s work, J« the body of this lyric, the poet inserted 
a footnote, referring to the work of a biological specialist, to substan¬ 
tiate the accuracy of hi? allusion to a microbiological facts 
The vortieella*s vtewlvss forra^ 
^3ee Baker cm Aaimalculae 
The vast leviathan, which takes .... 
'Piis passage ahows the general ineppropriatenesc of the results of experi¬ 
ment1.! science to mua’s instinct for conduct and beauty, and is inherently 
opposed to the true spirit of poetry. 
Besides placing a reference to biologies! treatise in the middle 
of one of hi s poens, Tennyson often drew upon minute scientific facts for 
Ms figures of speech, anu gen rally tbs* remit WHS novelty of very little 
artistic v-rrth. In fa Maporina. the poet called on experimental physics for 
a metaphor to express his profound grief* 
Break, thou deep v*se of chilling tear s, 
That grief has shaken into frost. 
To appreciate the central thought of these linen, it is necessary to know 
that if water below the freezing point is disturbed, it will iwraedlately ex¬ 
pand into ice and crack the containing vessel; similarly a heart deadened 
by sorrow for a dead friend, says Tennyson, is quickly torn by reminiscence. 
Thi3 metaphor is ingenious, strange, and momentarily successful in attract¬ 
ing attention, but it is of inferior poetic value because it avmkens scien¬ 
tific curiosity. In "The Holy Grail", Tennyson used Charles Darwin fs dis- 
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covery of the deafness of the blue-eyed cat and the general knowledge 
of the blindness of the owl in the day in a simile: 
By mine eyes and by mine ears I swear, 
I will be deafer than the blue-eyed cat, 
And thi’ice as blind as any noonday owl 
To holy virgins in their ecstasies 
Henceforward. 
The deafness of the blue-eyed cat and the blindasse of the noonday owl are 
colorless, prosaic facts, completely lacking in beauty, which are totally 
unfit for poetic treatment and are significant only as tiles that make up 
the grand mosaic of science. In "Geraint ana Ehid" the poet likened the 
witty conversation of Earl Limours to a brilliant diamond of fifty facets: 
His talk, 
When jsdqnp and free companions kindled him, 
WasTwontXv glance and sparkle like a gem 
Or fifty facets. 
This simile is ineffective and unsuited for poetical iraag^erjijbecause it is 
an extravagant conceit,and because the average reader is not supplied with 
the ns«*3 ary information that a facet is one of the vary small planes into 
which the surface of a diamond is cut. Thoae passages from Tennyson*3 poems 
show that when the scientific impulse moved the poet to gather his Images 
and illustrations from such subjects as the action of water belov. the freez¬ 
ing point, the imporviousfteas of the blue-eyed cat to sound, ths ov.l’s blind¬ 
ness by day, ml the precise ter® for expressing the refractive capacity of 
a precious stone, his poetry, with a calamitous loss of true beauty, acquired 
the injurious property of literalness ana ingenious novelty. 
Hovelty is disastrous to the real poetic spirit. It possesses cer¬ 
tain attributes which make it an inferior quality of little intrinsic excel¬ 
lence. The emotion which it excites is infallibly transient. It possesses 
little value for the philosophical person who apprehends that the most im¬ 
portant functions of poetry - the power to delight, to teach, to fortify, 
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anti to elevate - are not to be found In the strange and unu ual. It oc¬ 
casions a queer curiosity which may seek to understana with no idea of the 
unaesthetie literary material which searching may disclose. Novelty, in 
fine, is rarely associated v.ith our need for conduct and beauty, and it 
marks a decay of literary taste, taking the place of feeling, not reveal¬ 
ing it, removing the familiar, sot illustrating it, startling the mind, 
not instructing it. 
Perhaps the most obvious influence of Tennyson's systematic study 
of science and direct contact with nature upon his poetry is manifested in 
hit habits of precise accuracy and keen observation. He was extremely pains¬ 
taking in his effort to acquire exactness in his references to the most mi¬ 
nute details. This insistence upon correctness is especially evident in 
hi© description. His pictures are usually clear and flawless in line and color, 
superficially beautiful, perfect in tha objective ju gaent of the man of sci¬ 
ence, but they are usually lacking in emotion, imagination and spirituality. 
He does not look upon nature a a dc Wordsworth and Shelley. In the acquisi¬ 
tion of subject matter for hi. verse, he wa equally painstaking, Every 
fact, no matter how small ana insignificant, that ms used in his poems was 
subject edjtothe rigid requirements of scientific method. This plan of pro¬ 
cedure, as far as science was concerned, ms successful. Proctor, an efeàinent 
a tronomer of the nineteenth century, said that no errors concern ng the stars 
are present in his v/orks, and a distinguished bsfcanist of the age said that 
his allusions to flowers are ntv r amiss.^ It is much more at a scientist 
than as a poet, however, that Tennyson has succeeded by careful adherence to 
fact. In placing accuracy above flow of powerful feeling and imagination, 
RdHam Tennyson, op. eit.. II, p. 462 
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he often literalized his poetry. The following passage frok The Princess 
is an example of the materialistic and prosaic verse which Tennyson frequently 
produced as a result of his insistence upon fidelity to fact. 
We wound 
About the cliffs, the copses, out and in, 
Hammering and clinking, chattering stony names 
Of shale and hornblende, rag and trap and tuff, 
Amygdaloid and trachyte. 
In these lines, Tennyoo has lost the voice for poetical utterance and 
has consecrated his genius to the diffusion of the findings of geological 
specialists. 
Tennyson was oft n bitterly eritized for his accuracy and exact¬ 
ness in poetry» For example, John Wilson Croker, in Ms attack on Tennyson’s 
1852 volume in the Quarterly Review, made these biting remarks : "The poet’s 
truth to Nature in his ’gummy* chestnut-buds, and to Art in the ’long green 
box* of mignonette - anti that masterly touch of likening the first intrusion 
of love into the virgin bosom of the Miller’s daughter to the plunging of 
a water-rat into the mill-dam - these ars beauties which, we do not fear to 
say, equal anything even in Keats.After denunciatory criticism of this 
kind followed in the wake of the 1852 volume, Tennyson spent ton years in 
retirement, recasting and revising his work, giving meticulous attention to 
scientific accuracy and metrical form. Whan English Idylls and Other Poems 
was published in 1842, the poet had dropped the adjective ’gtaamyhad omitted 
the figure of the water-rat, and had made other radical alterations in the di¬ 
rection of pleasing Ma critics and of gaining in form and precision. 
I am inclined to believe that Tennyson’s tendency to critize and to 
modify Ms own poems sprang, in a large measure, from the scientific bent of 
Ms Blind. It seems to me that Tennyson’s fascination for the strict procedure 
"Sî. P. Ker, Form and Style in Poetry. London, 1928, p. 119. Groker’s criticism 
of Tennyson is taken from this book. 
10? 
of science impelled him* on nmarous occasions, to dissect and reconstruct 
many of hi3 poems, robbing them of their spontaneity, as well as to over¬ 
look the fact that tHereiaino theme so exclusively and so transcendently pas¬ 
sionate as not to be capable of becoming a dry skeletonjunder ceaseless cutting 
and chiselling. 
Tennyson, therefore, made both successful ana unsuccessful use of 
science in his works. When he humanised ana spiritual! ed the magnificent 
ideas of cosmology and transformed thorn for po- tic purposes, he succeeded. 
When, on the other hand, he described nature in polished, lucid, superficially 
lovely language, the scientific influence caused him to gain as well as to 
lose: He gained in scientific accuracy and metrical perfection but, he lost 
that deep spiritual intimacy and sympathy with nature which Wordsworth and 
Shelley possessed. Tennyson was entirely unsuccessful, however, when he in¬ 
serted footnote citations t scientific texts in the body of Ms poems, and 
sacrificed the language of the imagination and passions for the prosaic dic¬ 
tion, content, ana methodology of science. 
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